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'With Malice Toward None- - With Charity For All. And With Firmness In The
Vol. XI.

HOY, '.'MORA' COUNTY,

Democratic State
Convration
The Editor returned Wednesday from attending the Democrat State Convention and the
New Mexico Press Association
at Albuquerque, It is at times
like this when there is so much
of vital and thrilling interest to
'
ourself and our readers that we
chafe under the mechanical restrictions of our office which
limit us to a mere synopsis of
events of such vast importance.
Doing our best is better than
indulging in vain regrets so we
will brief ly recount some of the
doings of these the great agencies of Reform and advancement
in New Mexico.
The Democratic Convention is
conceded the largest most har-- ,
monious and enthusiastic Polit-ca- l
Conventions ever held in the
state. Few who had a chance to
attend as Delegates were absent
and some counties sent double
and triple delegations fractioning
the votes that all the active workers miéht have a part.
The large Elk's Theatre in
Albuquerque was crowded to the
limit thruout Jie session, lasting
from 10 A. M. until Midnight, by
delegates and equally interested
spectators.
speech by the
The c,Key-Not- e
Lieut.
Temporary Chairman
.

Governor, E,C.deBaca was a ringing patriotic address, commending the Wilson administration
and the New Mexico Democracy
led by our strenuous Governor.
We only wish.that we might
present this and the other great
speeches of this Convention to

NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY,

Democratic County
:

!orivehtion

'.
:

31

Frees Accssiatiop
Ccaychtisn

'

It was

.

our privilege to be present at the Banquet and business
meeting of the New Mexico Press
Association at Albuquerque this
week and participate in the
pleasures and deliberations of
one of the most efficient modern
organizations of devotees of the

The Democrats of Mora County will hold a
Convention at Mora, N. M. on Monday, August
31st. to nominate Candidates for Representative
in the next Legislature, from Mora County,
The precincts of Roy, Mills, Solanó and'
are allowed five Delegates each
Ar-men-

ta

'Fourth Estate".
The Association began its program with a Banquet given by
the Newspaper men of Albuquerque. After a really swell feed
correctly served at a leading

It is urged by the County Central Committee
that a full delegation from each of these Precincts be present at this convention and; aid in
nominating the right men for Representatives.
This is the most important Political duty of
the campaign.
Don't neglect it.
Murray Carleton, County Chairman,
Alfonso A, Romero, Secy.

hotel, at which seventy five editors and guests were present.the
President, Hon. Nestor Montoya
acting as Toast Master called np-oa number of Newspaper men
and others for speeches.
Among the speakers were
Hons. T. B. Catron, Felix Marti- Antonio Lucero, R. E. Twitch-ell- ,
Mullane, of Carlsbad
Wr
L. L. Klinefelter of Obar, Sena- torBarth, Hon.' Filadelfo Baca,
and the Editor of the
who
was assigned the subject of "The
Libel Law" and who spoke from
recent experience on that subject .
We vtcíe only one of many victims of that outragt present but
bore the distinction of being the
only one under sentence to the
Pen and as such we were made
the object of much fraternal
sympathy by the newspaper
people. In fact we have never
been subjected to so much petn

,--

Enthusiasca ran riot for a
flew , School Buildin g
time after the nominations were
The work of rebuilding the Roy,
made ane it was long after midnight when the delegates settled High School Building started in
down to rest for the activites of earnest Monday morning. A
theaextday.
number of carpenters under J.
by
Such a demonstration
the W. Scott have removsd the old
representátives of the party that roof untl are at work on the caris to rule New Mexico in the fu- penter work of the building while
ture will disseminate i waves of Woodardand Jones and their men
enthusiasm and confidence that are at work laying the Cement
will circle more and more widely blocks. The building will be
until the sentiment that emanates raised twelve feet higher and refrom the White House and from modeled throughout. New Cethe Governors Office shall dqmin ment Chimneys will be built and
ate i;he elections this fall and in- the old wails will be covered with
sure a victory for true Democ cement and blocked off making it
racy, for honesty, efficiency and one of the neatést buildings in
righteousness in the government town. When completed which
of the people, for the people and will be probably by or before
BY THE PEOPLK of New Mex-ico- . th first of October. Roy will
v

Continued on Editorial page.

in
Roy District Fair

week.
When the convention finally
"

candidate for, Corporation

Rlht'V

AUGUST 22. 1914, No.

our readers ihat they might get
the inspiration at firsthand from
If
the great leaders of the "Party 11
of the People",
0
r The usual routine of state Co- 0
Notice
ntentions was carried out amidst
the most completé harmony and
Every person on this Mesa who is interested in
punctuate by speeches from
v
having a Roy District Fair this fall is requested to
many able and prominent men.
The platform for the coming
be present at a mass meeting which will be held
campaign was the subject of careat the Spanish American office on Saturday afterful study and is a declaration of
principle upou which any demonoon August 29th. Plans for holding this years
crat and every honest man can
Fair as well as dates and election of officers will
proudly stand. We hope to present the full text of it next
take place cho the plan for holding this years
''
arrived at the time for nominations our present Congressman.
Hon. Haryey B. Fergusson was
unanimously renominated and
with equal unanimity Hon. Adolfo
Hill, of Santa Fe was named as

o

F&ir will bev discusssd.
:

Everybody come and

'bscst end Izl kavo'tka best' Fair in Northeastern
tlmt Mssico. Rssessbcr tim data Saturday after-n5rvAst 2fh, at 2 o'ebds. ;'', ;Y
'
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Vm.' G. Johnson Sec."
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At the business meeting Tues
day the Libel law was taken up
and vigorously discussed and
,

unanimously condemned. It was
conceded that the Newspapers of
of thp state should unitedly work
for the repeal of the old Libel
law and the enactment of a new
statute to be copied after some
eastern or central state where
Newspaper men are recognized
as human beings by the laws and
where they have equal rights
with common people.
Officers were elected as follows
Pres. Hon. Nestor Montoya
Re-elect-

ed

Secretary andTreasurer Hon, D
A. Mc Pherson of the Morning
Journal.
1st Vice Pres, Orrin A. Foster
of the Las Cruces Republican.
A long line of Vice Presidents
including representatives of
papers in every county in the
state was added and provisions
made for succession to both
officers so that as fast as the
officers were imprisoned there
would be others to take .their
.

places.-'---
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

wrinkles In her dress. From the oththing tals whom the gods lifted to Olympus. ers there had been little movement
like that under my nose again. If you At his feet lay the lace hemming, hope and no Bound to speak' of. , Harrigan
still waited by the door, seriously con
do. I'll hike back to little old New lessly snarled.
templating the bit of pasteboard in
York and start the gym again."
f ''Father, father!" remonstrated Nora;
;
one
old
of
ladies his hand.
He rammed
the colonel's per "you will wake up all the
Herr Rosen brushed past Harrigan
fectos (which he had been saving for who are having their siesta."
unceremoniously,
without pausing and
ears
doughnut
,
a
their
the morrow) between his teeth and
"Bah! I'll bet
to Nora, who was
went
straight
over
stalked into the garden.
are glued to their doors. What ho!
by
thereupon
an uncontrollable
seized
Nora was heartless enough to laugh. Somebody's at the portcullis. Probably
spirit
of
devilment.
She hated Herr
"He hasn't talked like that to me in the padre, come up for tea."
Rosen,'1'
was
goingUo .be as
but
she
did"1
not know
years!" Mrs. Harrigan
He was at .the door Instantly. He pleasant and ai engaging as she knew
She flung it open heartily. It was charwhat to
took the middle course, and went to acteristic of the man to open every- how to be. She did not care if he
misinterpreted
mood. She wel:
': ;
bed.
thing, widely, his heart, his mind, his comed him with her
He went on
hand.
a
Nora turned out the lights and sat hate or his affection.
V
to
Harrigan.
who
Mrs.
colored
out on the little balcony. The moon
"Come in, come in! Just in time
He was then introduced, and
shine was glorious. So dense was the for the matinee concert"
acknowledged
he
each introduction
lights
few
earth blackness that the
The padre was not alone.í Court- with a careles3nod. He was there
twinkling here and there were mpre landt followed him in4.
to see Nora, and he did not propose
like fallen stars. Presently she heard
"We have been standing, in the cor- to put himself to any inconvenience,
a sound. It was her father, returning ridor for ten minutes," affirmed the
as silently as he could. She heard him padre, sending a winning smile around on account of the others.
Herr Rosen instantly usurped the
fumble among the knickknacks on the the room. "Mr. Courtlandt was for
next to Nora, who began to pour
chair
away
go
By
again.
mantél,' aryl then
going down to the bureau and sending the tea. He had come up from the
or
wnue
saw
Bpot
a
sne
iigni
by
and
up our cards. But' I would not hear village prepared for a disagreeable
move hither and thither among .the of such formality.'
'I am a privileged half hour., Instead of being greeted
grape arbors; For five or six minutes person."
with icy glances from stormy eyes,
she watched it dance. Suddenly all
yes! Molly, ring for tea, and he encountered such smiles as this
"Sure
again.
became dark
'em to make it hot How about a adorable creature had never before be;.' tell
'Nora, are you there?"
peg, as the 'colonel Bays?"
little
stowed upon him. He was in the
"Yes. Over here on the balcony.
declined.
men
two
The
clouds.
That night at Cadenabbia had
What were you doing down there?"
nonchalantly
the
easily
and
How
apparently
knocked the bottom out
"Oh, Nora, I'm sorry I lost my tem
synopsis:
Harri- of his dream. Women were, riddles
as
door
by
the
there
stood
man
per. But Mony s Degun 10 nag me
Celeste was aquiver which only they themselves could
lately, and I can't stand it. I went gan took his hat!
In
Eleanora d Toscana was singing
was thoroughly solve for others. For this one woman
excitement'
Bhe
with
Paria, which, perhaps, accounted for Ed after that book. Did you throw some
something to he was perfectly ready to throw every
wanted
;
she
a
womafi
Mul
ward Courtlamdt's UDDearance there.
out of the window?"
dramatically, romantically.
timillionairí, he wandered about where flowers
thing aside. A man lived but once;
happen,
'
"Yes."
fancy dictated. He might be in Paris one
was a vain one. Nora and he was a fool who would hold to
want
But
her.
day and Kamchatka the next Following
"A bunch of daisies?"
the onera. h crnea in a. cafa and is &C
hated scenes, and Courtlandt had the tinsel in preference to such happiness
"Marguerites," she corrected.
coated bv a nretfv roune woman. She
knowledge of as he thought he saw opening out be
cave him th nnta' of Flora Desimone,
"All the same to me. M picked up advantage of her in his
vocal rival of Toscana, and Flora gives the bunch, and look at what I found this. Celeste remained at the piano, fore him. vNora saw, but she did not
him the address of Eleanora. whom ne is
but Nora turned as if to move away. care. That in order to reach another,
determined tn
,
Courtlandt enters inside."
Eleanora's apartments. She orders him
"No, you must sing. That Is what I she was practising infinite cruelty on
He extended his palm, flooding It
out and shoots at him. The next day
up for," insisted .the padre. If this man (whose one fault lay in that
came
Paris is shocked bv the mysterious dis with the light of his pocket lamp.
appearance of the prima donna. Realising Nora's heart tightened. ; What she saw there was any malice in the church- he loved her) did not appeal to her
that he mav ha KiiRnected of the abduc
man, it was of a negative quality. But pity. But her arrow flew wide of the
tlon of Eleanora Courtlandt arranges for was a beautiful uncut emerald.
accuses
an alibi. Eleanora reappears and
it was in his Latin blood that drama target; at least there appeared no reCourtlandt nf hnvini abducted her. His
should appeal' to him strongly, and sult to her archery in malice. Not
CHAPTER XI.
alibi is satisfactory to the police and the
.4
to
flees
charge is dismissed.
Eleanora
here was ail unusual phase in The once had the intended victim looked
Lake Como to rest after the shock. She
Great Play. He had urged Courtlandt, over to where she Bat And yet she
A Comedy with Music
Is followed by a number of her admirers,
that he must be watching; he
among them the Drince who really pro
The Harrlgans occupied the suite .much against the tetter's will this day, knew not
possibly avoid it and be hucould
cured her abduction. Courtlandt also goes
up with him, simply that he
to Como and there meets Jlmmle Ham in the east wing of the villa. This to come
And
man.
when he finally came for
as
this
gan. retired prizefighter and father of El- consisted of a large drawing room and mieht set a little scene such
to
eanora., whnn rpnl nAtnt 1s Nora Hani
his cup, she leaned toward
take
the
study
froto
it
and
to
be
gan. Harrigan takes Courtlandft into his two ample bedchambers, with window nromised
ward
Rosen.
Herr
' !
knew
prompter.
He
vantage
of
the
favor at once. He introducs3'urtlandt balconies and a private .veranda in
lumps?"
two
she
"You
asked
take
10 nis aaugnter. out tne latter given
principal theme of all great
sign of ever having met him before. She the rear, looking off toward the green that the
only
shot,
a
sweetly.
was
It
.chance
antag
luster books, of all great dramas, was
studiously avoids him. Nora's confessor of the pines and the metal-lik- e
on
the
truth.
she
but
hit
man
and
and
cents a mystery involving $íora
onism, antagonism between
copper beeches.
Courtlandt He takes a strong fancy to of the
"And you remember?" excitedly.
by
other
a
thousand
though
woman,
blurring
fine,
raining,
soft,
youne
was
a
It
the
man. Nora's suitors become
"One lumn for mine, nlease." said
had
He
called.
been
more and more persistent.
monotone names has it
Alpine rain, and a blue-graCourtlandt, smiling.
prevailed upon the face of the waters often said, in a spirit of raillery, that
CHAPTER X Continued.
She picked up a cube of sugar and
due
principally
was
antagonism
"Abbey, I wouldn't climb those stairs and defied all save the keenest scru this
dropped
it into his Cup. She had the
that Eve had been con
for a bottles of Horace's Falernian, tiny to discern where the mountain to the fact
wishing it were poison. The
one
of
air
a
rib
(and very well) out of
served on; Seneca's famous citron tops ended and the sky began. It was structed
recipient
this good will, with per
of
resented
Naturally
she
a day for indoors, for dreams, good from Adam.
tabla"
understanding,
returned to the,
feet
fashioned
not
been
had
this, that she
"Not s friend In the world," Abbott books, and good fellows.
divnn whprn thA nadre and Harrigan
it
would
hold
independently,
and
Here they all were. Mrs. Harrigan
lamented.
gravely toasting, each other with
deep in the intricate maze of the against man until the true secret of were
was
Laughingly they hustled him Into
benedictine.
y
parable was maae ciear to ner.
the hallway and fled. Then Courtlandt Amelia Ars of Bologna, which, as the the
no mistake with either'
Nora
máde
would
opposition
that
saw
By
Nora
initiated know, is a wonderful lace.
went his way alone.
hqaIabb.,
After all.' It would ne Abbott's cup or the Barone s; but the
tM WBv
Harrigan was in a happy temper. He one of the windows sat Nora, winding
deShe would not be two men were filled with but one
kissed his wife and chucked Nora un interminable yards of lace hemming better to sing,
out
Rosen
to
ofthe
throw
Herr.
sire,
she
man.
look at this
der the chin. And then Mrs. Harri from off the willing if aching digits of romnelled to
the beginning she had window. What had begun as a beaudespised.
At
as
speculating
so
was
who"
Barone,
the
gan launched the thunderbolt which,
but as me tiful day was now becoming black and
having been held on the leash for to what his Neapolitan club friends intended. .to sing, badly;
sne sang as sne naa uncertain.
several hours, had, for all of that, lost would say could they see, by some music Droceeded.
To fill this man's , The Barone could control every feaocweeks.
sung
present
in
not
crystal
gazing,
his
none of its abiiity to blight and scorch. trick of
ot ture save his eyes, and these openly
"James, you are about as hopeless cupation. Celeste was at the piano, soul with a hunger for the sound a admitted deep anger. He recollected
to pour into his heart
a man as ever was born. Tou all but playing (pianissimo) snatches from her voice,
The enknowledge
of "what he had lost Herr Rosen well enough.
on,
looked
operas,
fresh
Abbott
while
the
disgraced us this afternoon."
was not
over
at
Cadenabbia
counter
his elbows propped upon his knees," forever ánd forever:
"Mother!"
many;
His
Rosen!
by
Herr'
first
the
-Celeste turned from the keys after
Me?" cried the bewildered Harrigan. his chin in his palms, and a quality of
name
under
that
presence
this
room
in
t V the final chords of "Morning Mood.
eyes.
'Look at those tennis shoes; one ecstatic content in hisballade,"
was an Insult, and he intended to call
urged
"Play
fourth
the
"Thank you!" said Nora.
white Btring and one brown one. It's
interloper to account the very first
the
stop,"
begged Courtlandt
"Do not
.''
enough to drive a woman mad. What Abbott-'.found.N
Nora looked directly into his eygs opportunity he
As Celeste began the andante, Nora
in heaven's name made you come?"
sitting as quiet as
Perhaps
Celeste,
drop his as she replied: "One's yoke can not
Perhaps it was the after effect of a signified to the Barone to
stool, was the
piano
upon
the
mouse
a
She let her own hands falL go on forever, and mine is not at all
good dinner, that dwindling away of work.
strange cursaw
these
only
one
who
, " ,,.
closed his book, for strong" y
pleasant emotions; perhaps it was the Harrigan gently
dangerously
about. That
drifting
rents
lay a
There was a knock at the door. The
very triviality of the offense for which in that rough kindly soul of his
miserably
did not
own
ached
heart
her
was
a
Harrigan
himself
managing director handed
he was thus suddenly arraigned; at mighty love of music. He
things
observing
prevent
from
her
ány sort, and card.
any rate, he lost his temper, and he without expression of
Nora,
An,
keenness.
usual
with
all
her
the dim
"Herr Rosen," he read aloud.. "Send Nora, who have everything to give
was rather, formidable when that oc somehow music seemed to stir longing
and not quite understandable
him ud. Some friend of yours, Nora;
curred. '
yet give nothing, why do you play
; Mrs,
Harrigan
alone
for,
utterance.
Herr Rosen. I told Mr. Jilli to send and
"Damn it, Molly, I wasn't going, but
a game? Why hurt those
so
heartless
","'
she"
could him un."
went on with her work;
4 Courtlandt asked me to go with him,
help lovin j you than
same time.
The nadre drew his feet jinder bis who can no more whirling
and I never thought of my shoes. You work and listen at .the
around the
help
can
finale, nothing cassock, a sign of perturbation; Court the earth
are always finding fault with me these After the magnificent
they
Always
sun?
dispassionate
the room stirred but her needle,
landt continued to unwind the snarl of calm to you, while I, who have so much
days. 1 don't drink, I don't gamble, in
'
turn
'
"Bravo!" cried the Barone, breaking lace "droDDed by the Barone: the
I don't run around after other women;
given nothing! She set
spell., ...',.. ( ,;..,(
.V",. ;"'
Barone glanced fiercely at Nora, who to give, am cup
the
I never did. But since you've got this
and began the aria
tea
her
down
played
"You never
that better,' smiled enigmatically.
social bug in your bonnet, you keep
from'
Bobeme.
La
Herr Rosen! There was no out
me on hooks all the while. Nobobdy declared Nora.
(TO EE CONTINUED.) - '
why
should
Harrigan
his
'name
beat
reason'
the
some!"
ward
"That's
they
strings;
and
shoe
noticed the
; "Great
have set a chill on them all, turned '
upon it as a joke bands' together thunderously..
would have looked,
'
'
Nothing Like an Understanding,
them into exnectant statues. Yet. all
Barone?"
stuff;
eh,
all,"
I'm the boss
if they had. After
good
was
fellowship
in
urantpa ;
of
as
semblance
if
hands
his
raised
Barone
beg your paraon sir
I
The
wear
a
to
of this ranch. If
gone.
stantly
inability
begging
for anytiiiog
toldes
but it's no use
: .whjta
string and a black one, I'll do to .express his utter
Harrigan
out
the
Mrs.
smoothed
Record.
else! "Glasgow
It Here!" Ha caught up a look on cribe hifi sensations.' ait eiauoawas
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THE SPAITISH -AMEItlCAN.
ftelativea and Companions.
Judge no one by hia relatives, whatever criticism you pasa upon his companions. Relatives, like features, are
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
thrust upon us; companions, like
clothes, are more or less our own se- Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
lection.

Church Directory

THE
SPANISH AMERICAN
Registered August

27. 1912.

Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Editor

QQd

at

Christian Ohurcn.
presence is necessary.

PLjblisher
te

Subicriptioa $1.50 Per Year

G.B.Hall, Supt,

Rev.

Revival.

Your

distinguished painter employed a
matter at small boy from a neighboring slum as
Entered as second-clas- s
a model. He gave the child some tea,
CATHOLIC
the .postoffice in Roy, N. M.
and asked him if he would like brown
Mass once each month at the
bread or white, expecting, as Is usual
Owing to the absence of the with such youngsters, that he would Catholic Church. Dates announceditor at the State Convention of ask for white. The boy, however, ed in advance.
for brown bread. "Hello!" ex Rev.
the Democrats at Albuquerque asked
Fr. Ant.
claimed the painter, astonished, "do
and at the State Press Associa- you like brown bread?" "Yes," replied
Priest in charge,
S-boy,
got
more
In
nitrogen
the
of
"it's
it"
tion the news service the
,

A

Cellar.

Professional Cards

M. D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P.& S.W.
Ry.

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

A

Presbyterian.

this week has been in the hands

Brief Idleneta Recommended.
of our efficient Lieutenant, Miss
The power of work which makes
r
Mabel Bruce, assisted by
many a successful man what he Is

Sermon every third Sunday
placed to the credit, not at 7.30 P.M. at Christian Church.

Post-maste-

Johnson. Our readers
will no doubt relish the change.
'

Mrs. J. Floersheim and her
daughters M'mes Al. Hanson and
Melville Floersheim, entertained
the Embroidery Club Thursday
afternoon at the home of the former in honor of Mrs. D. Ella

T. F. SELF

must often be
to his hours of Industry, but to that
J. S. Rdssel, Pastor.
of his hours of Idleness In boyhood.
Even the hardest worker of us all,
if he has to deal with anything above
BAPTIST
mere details, will do well, now and
First Sunday in each month.
again, to let his brain lie fallow for
a space. The next crop of thought Service 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
will certainly be all the fuller in the
Rev. R. A. Price , Pastor.
ear and the weeds fewer. T. H. Huxley.

Romine who is to leave soon for
Wants Salary Also to Ascend.
her home in Kansas.
Bonham "They say that in the
A full attendance of Club mem- next world people will do the same
as
this." Mrs. Bonham "Well, I
bers was present and the affair hopein you
get more pay."
was unusually elaborate in all its

details.

Dally Thought.
can live unrestrainedly.

Anyone

Mrs.. Joe Harberg of Philadelphia Pa. formerly a pioneer of Any Undertaker Can Attend to That
"If there is one optimistic Une I do
the ancient town of Mora and not thoroughly
appreciate," remarked
Mrs. Albert Katz. daughter of Mrs. Knox, "it is when I am
and
Simon Vorenberg of Wagon Call In a doctor to have him look me
over
say In his professional, sarMound, were passengers on the donio and
manner:
'Cheer up, I'll have

Christian

Physician and Surgeon
Office At

ROY, NEW MEXICO

A. S. HANSON
Notary Public
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
ROY,
NEW MEXICO

Rev O wTjernc, Elder
:

Seryices second Lord's Day of
each month at 11 A.M. and
8 P.M. Sacrament at
Morning Service.

Col.
P. 0. WHITE
MILLS.... .NEW

MEXICO

AUCTIONEER
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I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered

Lodge Directory

Terms Reasonable

Homestead Lodge, No. 46

F. H. FOSTER

I. O. O. F.

United States
Commissioner

'

Satisfaction
G'r'nYd

111

"Polly South-bounThursday. you all straightened out in a few
Frank A. Roy and' his Niece, days.'"
Miss Eugenia Roy were at the
Real Thing at Last.
train to meet them and enjoy a The Customer
"These grand opera
visit during the luncheon stop.
phonograph record are no good. I

Residence

d

can't get anything out of half of them."
Th - Salesman "Yes, they are our

Continue Irom first page.
'

have one of the most
School buildings in northeastern
New Mexico. It will contain 6
class rooms and a large assembly
room, two large Hallscloak rooms
stage and other modern convien-iences- :
The first four of the
grades will be down stairs and
the 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th grades
and High School will be up stairs
The purpose of the board- - at
presentís to prepare for a complete High school for Roy; of
course this cannot be done at
once but the idea is to build for
a four years High School. Only
Two Years of High School will
be taught this year but if conditions warrant it another year
will be added next year.
Roy schools have always been
to the front and the best in Mora
County and it is the intention of
up-to-da-

.

te

finest achievement You never can tell
when they'll sing. They're bo temperamental" Puck.
Why Is ItT

Sometimes it seems as If every person who is lacking in Initiative, special, ability or industry desires to be
either a writer, an actor or an artist
The most agreeable way for a lazy
person to make a living is to express
his own opinions, emotions and impressions. Norman Hapgood, in Harper's Weekly.

Visiting members always welcome
Wm, G. Johnson.
H. Goodman
Secretary.
Noble Grand.

FILINGS- -

CONTESTS-PROO- FS

ETC.

Office with

Roy,

Harmony Rebekah
Lodge No. 24. D.ofR.
Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
1st. and 3d. Friday evening of each
month, Visiting members always welMiss. Grace v. Collins, N. G.
Miss. Blanche Kitchbll, Secy.

Modern Woodmen
of America

CampNo.14361

eral years before the priests are able

Spanish-Americ-

:

a.

New Mtx.
.

B. Lusl
Attorney

J.

come.

Walt Long for Burial.
Close by Canton, China, is the hill
called Queen of Heaven mountain, on
the lower Blopés of which is the
famous City of the Dead. There bodies
wait in their coffins sometimes sev-

Prompt

at Law,
and Careful Attention

Given all Business Entrusted
to me.

Rcy,

New. Mexico,

J. FLOERSHEIM
Notary Public

to determine an auspicious day for

interment
Saw Wasted Time Ahead.
My little boy was one day told to
wash his face as it was very dirty.

He said: "Where is it dirty?" I said,
"Wash It all over and you'll be sure to
get
the dirty places." He said with
Board
present
to
the
keep
the
wail, "Yes, and I'll be sure to get
a
school up to the high standard it some of the cleanplaces, too." Exhas attained in the past and with change.

the excellent corps of teachers
they have hired there is every
reason to believe thatha coming
term will be one of, the best, of
the Roy Schools.
If the weather conditions are
favorable the building sholud be
ready for school to start by the
last week of September or the
first Monday in October.

Meets every Wednesday evening at
I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.

HARRY WOODWARD
Harness and Shoe Shop
Repairing a Speciality
Also Second-Han-

Goods

d

Bought and Sold
All Work

W. H. WILLCOX

Guaranteed

United States
Land Commissioner '

tip to the Parson.

The parson on his way home one
evening to his horrified surprise found
one of hie flock sitting against a stone
watt, his face radiating o'ennuch cheer,
and a frayed cigar clutched in his fingers. "Dear me, John, dear me," said
the parson. "Whatever do you suppose will happen to you If you go on
like thlsr "Nothin', sir, if you (hie)
don't tell 'erl"

ROY, N. M.

M. H. KOCH
Licened Embalmer

Funeral Director
PHONE 116

i

.

Conveyances and transferí Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

tucuqiiak'. n.

ra.

3

Filings, Contests and Proofs,
Careful and competent services
dered m all land matters.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

CAUSE OF THE WAR?
I

of Servia" reIs the "dare-devsponsible for the present great war?
Is Prince George, eldest son of
King Peter of Servia, instigator of assassination, challenger of war gods,
the evil power behind the Balkan
il

,

,

states?
Statesmen of Austria and other
European countries declare that the
Croquet Revival Has Set In in the Capital City
royal rake, who is less than thirty
years of age, is Servia's evil genius.
To the deposed crown prince, they
the
WASHINGTON. Croquet is a game that may "come back." Underother
say. Servia can trace the cause of the
of Senator Cummins of Iowa, Mrs. Champ Clark and
calamities that have befallen it in the
men and women of distinction In public life a croquet revival has set in in
last dozen years, and that there'll
.'
Washington. Croquet la a game so
never be peace in the Balkans until
V
Éfm'
old that its origin is obscure. Like
(J,i
Servia rids itself of "the worst boy in
most of the games that men play,
Europe."
it was probably a derivative or reThe prince earned his title, "the
vision of an older game which was
worst boy in Europe," when he was
also the derivative of an older game,
a youngster still in knickerbockers.
Cutting oft cats' tails was one of his
üJ-I
Chy
considerable alteration during its
boyish diversions.
ent general form. No doubt in the
Í
I
He murdered men by the score,
v"
centuries 10 come it w" uuuoi6
but Servian princes are not bound by
name that reand
of
changes
form
law and he was never punished for his crimes; he horsewhipped a prime minmote posterity may have to turn to
ister, he paid court to women of doubtful reputation.
antiquarian
research to trace it to
His lawless life has been the scandal of Europe, but even his worst the game which Is played today.
a kinship between all games
is
There
enemies never believed the carnival of crime would be brought to a climax that are played with
balls and sticks or balls and clubs, and their blood-line- s
with so shocking a catastrophe as the assassination of Archduke Francis run together at a
so deep in the depths of the past that no chronicles,
Ferdinand. It's the charge that Prince George was an accomplice in this intelligible to us, time
survive. There is a strong relationship between polo, croplot of assassination that brought Servia and Austria, and finally all Europe quet,
billiards, bowles, cricket, hockey, tennis and baseball, and between
to war.
these and other games which remain to us only as mere names if we could
;
but securely and certainly trace that relationship.
Croquet in nearly its present form seems td have been introduced Into
POLICY MUST BE CONSTRUCTIVE
England from Ireland in .1856, and it seems to have been introduced into
Ireland from southern France in 1852. In that year it was played on the
i
That the salvation of Mexico will lawn of Lord Lonsdale, and the story runs that It was played there and then
not come through the work of any of under the auspices qf the eldest, daughter of Sir Edmund Macnaghten, who
"patriots" who lead their had learned it during a residence in France.
the
tatterdemalion armies into battle is
the opinion of Señor Emeterio de la
Garza, one of Mexico's most distinnt
Marshall Hobnobs With Squirrels
guished lawyers, a member of the
J1-- .
1
Mexican congress and son of a Justice
,kjv J
and Mrs. Marshall live in a hotel precludes
of the Mexican Supreme court, who THE fact that the
possibility of their introducing a dog or a kitten into the even tenor
was in New York city recently.
takes the keenest personal
"Mexico's problem Is economic of their family life, although the
'
dogs
friends.
his
Interest
of
r
in the
and social, rather than political," he
squir"I
the
with
to
hobnob
have
explained, "and, of course, can be
over here
solved. Land. Finance. They are the rels," he said, 'and those
if
indignant
highly
in
park
the
are
two magic words for Mexico.
I am slow about finding the peanuts
"A constructive policy which not or the popcorn which I always take
only will repair the ravages of war, to them."
but which will repair the still greater
The
is a familiar
ravages that justly may be laid at figure in Lafayette square, where he
the door of the sort of peace the Diaz is seen going in and out among the
peace of the mailed hand, armed with trees of
the park, coaxing the squira rifle which preceded the present rels to come down for a peanut, or
days of war must be put in operation sitting side by side with two or
three
before Mexico even can begin to see upon a bench, making them beg for their supper, which they know is in his
"
hope.
light
of
the
pookets.
,
,1
"FirBt in this policy must be something of the nature of a financial, pro1
t x
J
II IM..
.1.1.
lut)
uiuugut,
uiuuub
uio
Bcureitti;
ui
eiaio
lavuinc
uuvi
iicuimui auu
gram, which will temporarily enable the country to transact its internal and Rex is a member of the official household in Washington. Secretary
Bryan
foreign business after the anarchy which has come with the protracted war; has been in
the saddle since he was a boy, and finds no diversion equal to
but even such a policy, were it planned by the greatest genius that the that of a canter through Rock Creek park. When some one asked him if
be certain to be ineffective unless it had aa
world has ever known,-woulmight rival Rex in his affections, he declared tnat
Mexico's
of
land laws and the erection as a part ol he had other animals that
'
a
reform
its foundation
animal
was
no
with the same claim upon a man's affections as
other
there
her future governmental plan of some system which not only will correct the horse. .
(
past evils, but which, by giving the peon the Indian population lands ol
"Bryan's
to
not
talked
is
unusual
Yet it
lions":
about
hear
their own, will take the men of Mexico from warfare and make farmers oi
Bryan lions are made or stone and were brought from Japan. Tney
The
them.
are on either side of the entrance to Calumet place, and one lion has his
'
mouth wide open, while the other's is tightly closed. '
.
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PRINCE IS TOO DOCILE

Some Pets Admired by Cabinet Members' Families

The prince of Wales has just completed two years as an undergraduate
at Oxford university. Viewed impartially, the prince's career has been
neither better nor worse than that of
the average titled undergraduate. He
has embarked on many of the "manly
sports" of youth, and excelled In none.
Perhaps the best comment on his
good spirit and lack of "side" was the
fact that he played consistently at association football with the Magdalen
college second eleven.
For a time he was the despair of
his equerry, Mr. Cadogan, who is an
enthusiastic horsemaan, but as a concession to popular opinion, expressed
and unexpressed, he has acquired
some skill In the saddle, and with it
some of the standing which falls only
to hunting men at Oxford.
It is useless to make the prince
out to be a rollicking, dashing speciyoung English- men of a

Secretary of the Treasury and Mrs. McAdoo have a handsome collie,
Miss Sallie McAdoo has a small dog named Fifi which is the
delight of her life and the avowed nuisance of the family.
The son of the Secretary and Mrs.
Lane Is the proud possessor of a
splendid English, bull named Jack,
and the younger sons of the Secretary
of the Navy and Mrs. Daniels have
had all the animals and various kinds
of pets that a family of boys accumulate, the most conspicuous of which
were some chickens; most satisfactory was a nice, common snake, which
served its day and generation and was
finally skinned, and the ones longest
remembered were some tadpoles,
which were put in the usual' fruit Jar and neglected.
Mrs. Houston, wife of the secretary of agriculture, is devoted to horses,
and expressed her great delight 1n having them when she came to Washington.
"I have been accustomed to horses all of my life," she said, "and greatly
missed them in St. Louis. It is a perfect joy to drive around behind them
Timt am Tflnor1 flanrtra fa" Tint halt
M M
:.' ,'
mail,
tfuoh
:
again!"
so popular as was his sporting old father, the late King Edward,, so is the
Agriculture
Mrs. Houston were friends and neigh
of
Secretary
aotf
The
1
.
TTT
1
II
tbai bors of the Postmaster General and Mrs. Burleson when they all Lived la
iuu puuiic Jimu.giutt.iiuu
prince Oi wuies even icso cuiuuiaieu iu ayyeai iu il.
his father.
Austin, Texas, and their devotion to horses is the same.
He is far too docile almost domesticated.
,
The Misses Burleson are both accomplished horsewomen,
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Rev. Gaskel and little sop were
guests of Henry Mitchell Sun'"'
day.
;.'.'

7

The young folks have "decided
to .organise a Young Peoples
Christian Society'here next Satbroved
Mills
Geo. H. Mericle of
urday evening Miss Edith .Neüp Tuesday before U. S. Commis lson willbe leader.
;
sioner W. II. Willcox,
, Mrs. Slusher went to Pleasant
Dr. H, S. Murdoch oj Springer View last Sunday to spend a few
'
Camubell vvhb
was' looking after his dent, in- days with Mrs.
.
terests here the late part of tbe is reported seriously ill.
week.
Mrs. Whortman and her friend
Mrs. Stepping of Dawson called
,FloerS.
and
on Mrs. Woodard Fridap evenR. E. Alldredge
n.
ing.
,
:
shenn otpringer wcic
Nbusines
looking
after
Tuesday
Mesdames Franklin and Woodnterests,
ard and Messrs. Jack Fox, L.
Franklin and JohnV Woodard
French,
of
Donaldson,
T.J.
were visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
was here shaking ; hands with J. W. Nowlin last Saturday eatfriends between trains Monday, ing melons.

Sunday. evening.
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Mem ojrs of Náp o leo n

.

In Three Volumes

The personal reminiscences of Baron de Méheval, for

-

thirteen years private secretary to Napoleon Bonaparte,
bring out, as no history can, many enlightening and
interesting side lights on the character of that greatest of
De Méneval's descriptions have the piquancy
leaders.
and interest possible only because he was an actual eyewitness of the scenes and incidents of which he writes.
'
Their reliability and historical interest can be judged by
the fact that the very conservative French Academy
publicly recommends, them.

j

mm t.hft looks of the nominees
Mrs. Manning and three
democratic
another
chrildren of Trinidad are visitit looks like
TP

victory this fall.

ing her friend Mrs. John

,

your friends and neigh7
bors at the Old Settlers Picnic
miles east of town nextThursday

Wood-ar-

.

d.

M eet

A SPECIAL OFFER TO OUR READERS
By special arrangement with the publishers of Collier's, The
National Weekly, we are able to give these valuable and interesting
Memoirs free with a year's subscription to Collier's and this publi- cation, at a price less than thé lowest net cash subscription price of
Only a limited quantity of these Memoirs is
the .two papers.available, however, so to get the benefit of this special offer you
'
must act quickly.

F. J. Sheltren is assisting at
the Variety Machine Works during the present rush.

Aug. 27th
Mis? Winnie Weaver returned

-

to her home inTucumcari TuesJ. M. Davenport took Francis
day, after spending several co Miera Jose Manuel Gonzales
weeks visiting relatives here.
and Iryin Ogden Sr. to Springer
Saturday morning so that they,
Is Roy going to have a fair could catch the afternoon Santa
thi-- fall? We think that we should
Ee train to Albuquerque., All
hay'e one to show off some of our
the gentlemen being delegates
crops; why not pick out a bunch to the Democratic State
'
of stuff to send to the State Fair
at Akluquerque?

WHAT YOU GET IN COLLIER'S
Collier's is the ohe big, fearless, independent Weekly of the whole
country. , Its editorials are quoted by every paper in the Union.
the best interests of the greatest number of
It stands always
Among its contributors' are such writers as George
the people.
Wallipgford,".
Randolph Chester, author of "
Meredith Nicholson, Amélie Rives, H. G. Wells, Hamlin Garland,
Mary Roberts Rinehart, Henry Beach Needham, etc. It numbers
among its correspondents such men as Jack London, Arthur Ruhl,
James B. Connolly, and Henry Reuterdahl.
It is a magazine for the whole family Editorials, Comments on
Congress, Photographic News of the World, Short ind Serial
Stories by the greatest writers of the $ny.

W

s

...

The Goodman Merc. Co. has
Word was received here Mon- added a number- of .fine new
day of the death of C. M. Pape show cases to their store fixtures

Collier's -

-

1

Spanish-America- n

.50

Call or send subscriptions to this office. If you are already a
subscriber, your subscription will be extended for a year from its
present date of expiration.

traveling salesman for the Peters

Shoe Company , who .died on- the
operating table in Kansas City.
Mr. Pape was on his way home to
visit his, mother, and became
sick on the train. Mr. Pape was
well known' here and his many
friends regret to hear, of his
death.

Dr. Gibbs was called to Tucum-car- i
Thursday and took his', chil-

'

The Spanish- - American.

dren Dorothy and Mylor, with
him, returning Friday.
"

Averaqe aiaxure.
Rev. Holmes fell from his wag
The difference between the tallest
on Wednesday fracturing three and shortest races in the world Is

ribs and receiving other serious
injnries that will confine him to
The Co. Republican Convention the house for some time. The I.
O.O.F. is looking after him.
met at Mora last week and
Alfredo Lucero of near
M ora and A. Medina of Wagon
Fine new line of Ladies cloaks
the
for
Dresses and Lingeri just received
Mound as candidates
apThey
also
at Goodmans.
State Legislature.
State
to
the
delegates
pointed

one foot eight and

one-eight-

h

incheB,

and the average height of the world's
f
peoples is five feet five and
Inches.
one-hal-

d

Convention. F. A. Roy of this
place was nominated as one of the
Hugh Williams was
delegates.
recommended as the "proper man
for the State Corporation .Commissioner and the delegates instructed to use their influences
for him. The delegates were also instructed for B. C. Hernandez
of Rio Arriba Co. foe member of
,,.
Congress. v

Special combination price
including
the three-vo- l
ume Memoirs of Napoleon
postpaid

$2.50

-

nom-iniite-

-

The' Drearrier.

vtioocf r.Rd' Evil.
goou and evii ,are

:

Character Is Unchanging.
The purest literary talent anrtears at
one time great, at another time small,
but character is of a stellar and un- diminishable greatness. Emerson.

dreamer is frequently a correct
Natural
'pleasure
precursor
of tile future, but he does
lid pain; moral good and evil are
waiting for it. That
like
feel
not
nleasure and pain produced, with inten" nature
which
needs thousands of
tion and design. Benjamin Franklin.
y ear s to accomplish he wants to see
achieved during his lifetime. Lessing.
A

Net Playing Fair.
(at one of hi9
your " heroine has .had
eight different frocks already; you
don't allow, me anything like that dur-

Dramatist's ..Wife

plays-V'Frit-

z,

ing the
Biaetter.

whole; reason."
'

.

'

Fllegende

:

"

He Got On.

Millyuns "When I married your
wa's earning ten dollars a
mother-week two years later I bought out
my , employer.". DaughtersAnd put
;:! v
in a; cash register."
M
,

Use for Port Oxford Cedar.
Manufacturers of artificial legs are
compelled to find" a substitute for tha
English willow which has been heretofore used on account of Its lightness
and strength. The Port Oxford cedar
of the Pacific coast has many of the
necessary qualities.
Quick Thinker of Most Value.
A man who has the presence of
u
1.
i
mina wnicn can onug iiu .mm uu iu
instant all he knows is worth, for action, a dozen men who know as much
but can only bring it to light slowly.
'
'
Emerson. '

...

1

'

Historical Note.
"Wasn't King John a wicked man?"
said the professor's little aaugmer me
other evening. "He used to run over
people with his motor cars." .The
professor was puzzled. "Haven't you
made a mistake?-- he inquired dóubt- '.Mi.. fíioiVioT. Aiñrt't- tell
U
1 ..íl.
pUlClJJUUi
J.
icavu.
'Oh, yes, she did. Sha
you that?"
oíd us that King.' John ground down,
íii.tads.,.;;':.. "
the peóple.-wítü- 11

'.i;

"
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SHELLED. BY GERMAN

Proper Handicap.

CRUISER

iftui!ii)iiii.ihiMi.wiW""''"'.

A
comedian who is noted, among other things, for his ability
to stow away highballs without outwell-know- n

ward evidences of the same was stand
ing before a New. York bar stirring the
ice in his glass.
Another actor, who cannot take
many drinks without showing the effects, drifted In.
"How
"Hello, ' Hank," he hailed.
about you and I taking a drink or so
together?"
v"Charley,M said the other, "111 spot
you five." Saturday Evening Post
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JAPAN ORDERS
GERMANS OUT
ULTIMATUM

DEMANDS REMOVAL

OF GERMAN FORCES IN CHINA
BY AUGUST

TWENTY-THIR-

TO ABANDON KIAUGHAU

DAY BY DAY

Germany until
warships from
Orient and evacuate Kiauchau. where
Germany Is establishing Bupply bases.
Japan demands that Germany, not
later than Sept. 15, deliver to the Japanese' authorities, without condition or
consideration, the entire leased territory of Kiauchau, with a view of
eventual restoration of same to China.
Austrian fleet mines north part of
Adriatic Sea. Japanese cruiser takes
on capacity load at San Francisco and
prepares to leave on secret mission.
German forces reported pushing forward through the valley of the Meusee
and extensive operations on
frontier. Austrlans resume
bombardment of Belgrade. Fightingrt
resumed in upper Alsace between
and Altkirch. French claim to
have won signal victory in battle near
regard
Druant. Washington officials conflict-gravest
entry of Japan into European
development since hostilities
began.
Austrian ambassador leaveB
London for Plymouth on way to Vienna. President Wilson asks American
banking firms to refrain from promoting war Joans to European powers.
Aug. 15. French war office issues
statement, saying "the violation of, the
neutrality of Belgium has extended the
Belgian and French lines to the frontier of Holland. The next battle,
therefore, will be from Basel to Maas-on
tricht, with several millions of men
'each side.". Japan issues statement
declaring that if she is forced to take
Un arms for Great Britain she will do
so with a clear conscience because of
her treaty obligations. The United
States has notified. the powers of Europe that It will regard as neutral all
ships chartered for the sole purpose of
bringing back Americans, and has
asked these powers for a declaration
announceon the subject. Official
Aug, 16. Japan gives
Aug1. 23 to withdraw

Alsace-Lorrain-

:

The Teacher Taught.

UNCONDITIONALLY.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Japan sent an ultimatum to Germany Saturday night de
mandingthe withdrawal of German
warships from the Orient and the evacuation of Kiauchau and giving Ger
many until Saturday, August 23, to
comply with the demand. Otherwise
the ultimatum states that Japan will
take action.
Japan demands that Germany, not
later than Sept. 15, deliver to the Japanese authorities, without condition or
consideration, the entire leased territory of Kiauchau, with a view to the
eventual restoration of the same to
Tokio. Aug. 17.

ment is made that Blamont, Circy and
Avricourt- were reoccupied after a Bavarian army corps was driven out.
Russian troops destroy railroads and
telegraph lines in East Prussia at
eleven points between Schmallenlng-ke- n
on the- frontier and Tilsitt. AusChina.
trlans occupy city of Losnjtza, thirty-seve- n
miles from Belgrade. Recapture
Treaty provides that whenever, by of Thann
in Alsace by French is ofattack or action, or any power im- ficially announced. General von Deim-linperils the peace of eastern Asia, and battle.German commander, wounded in
either, Great Britain or Japan shall be
Aug. 14. Great Britain's censorship
involved in war on that account,
continued, with information about
Great Britain and Japan shall join troops and warships refused. French
claims
forces and fight for the restoration government
German
army division was cutentire
to pieces and
of peace.
forced to surrender at St. Marie and Le
passes through the Vosges
American government assured by Bonhomme
Mountains; declares German patrols
Japan that its interests will be safe have violated Swiss neutrality to espursuing French cavalry. In Gerguarded, but United States officials cape
many delayed censored dispatches say
regard ultimatum as one of the grav' forward movement
continuing and
only what would be expected;
est developments in the war situa- losses
nation reported quiet and all Amerition, as it brings the great military cans safe. Merchant vessel reported
by mine off Dalmatia.
Italy is
power of the Far East into a range of sunk
inquiring Into reported purchase of the
by
conflict heretofore held within Europe. Breslau and Goeben
Turkey, which
is declared a violation of neutrality.
The general expectation here is that Many skirmishes reported and
troops
the ultimatum will be followed by massing for big battle near Liege.
-

-

g.

war. Takaaki Kato, the Japanese for
Aug. 13. France defeats foes in Aleign minister, simultaneously with the sace, taking Salins, Marsal and- driving advance guard of Gerdispatch of the ultimatum, conferred mans before
them, Great Britain isGeorge
Guthrie,
sued
W.
with
formal declaration of war against
the Ameri
Austria. Italian ambassadors at Loncan ambassador, and made to him a don,
Paris and St. Petersburg called
broad statement calculated to assure home for conferences. Holland renews
assurance to France of her neutrality,
the United states that American in and
60,000 Dutch troops thrown along
terests in thé Far East would be safe border. Czar hurries 4.000,000 soldiers
Austrian frontier. Italy has
guarded and the, integrity of China against
mobilized 250,000 troops. Germany has
2,000.000
over
men fighting along the
upheld.
.
French and Belgian frontiers.
Owing to óoubt$ wÉéher communi- troops have entered Russian Austrian
Poland
and captured Sokal by assault. France
eré. assured, aeieatea
cations with Éerlin
Austro-Hunat
Japan, in order to insure fié1 arrival of J garlan fleet Mueinausen.
reported in Adriatic and
in., the Mediterranean.
tbfc ultimatum, forwarded it to Berlin 5 ?rltish
&
Aug. 12. Kaiser hurls 2,850,000 mn
by Six Channels, including Washingat fotn. Monster siege srutUL pound.
ton, London and Stockholm.
t
Moo-hang-
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Miss Dixon, a charming society girl,

BELGIANS HALT

GERMAN'S RUSH

had spent the entire eummer in trying
to elevate the simple country people
with whom she was boarding. 'When
she was about to leave she said:
"Good-by- ,
Mr. Ingersoll. I hope my,
visit here hasn't been entirely without
good results."
" 'Sartin riot," replied the old farmer;
"you ve learnt a heap since you nrst
come; but, by heck, you was about the
greenest one we ever had on our
hands." National Monthly.
-

KAISER'S FOftCE DRIVEN ACROSS
RIVERjAND LINE OF
' BATTLE BROKEN.

PREPARE FOR BIG BATTLE

Bel-fo-

RESTORE PORT AND CONTIGUOUS
TERRITORY TO CELESTIALS

'

half-moon-

S

,

Younom Idea.

Johnny was putting some questions
to his father on the subject of astron-- '
omy, in the course of which he asked
if the moon was inhabited.
J"Oh, yes," said the parent; "there
are people living in the moon."
"Are there many?" queried the
youngster.
"Yes, lots," was the rep1": "far more
than in this world."
"Why, then," Bald the youth, "aren't
they crowded a good deal at
;

FRENCH ROUT ENEMY IN CLASH
AT DINAUT, USING ARTILLERY
WITH DEADLY EFFECT.

Passing the Time.
Spokane wants to change from
western to mountain time in order to
gain an hour in the evening. Why go
to all this trouble when, by getting
up earlier in. the morning, the
can gain all they want and
have an interesting hour in the garTacoma News.
den?
Spo-kanit-

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

es

London, Aug. 17. Reinforced by a
great French division, the Belgians
Sunday crossed to the right bank of
the Meuse, hurled back two divisions

'
Pa Explains.
"Pa, what is á strategical error?"
"That's the kind of error your fa-- ,
of German cavalry and infantry and ther makes, my boy,. when your mothpushed forward to begin the titanic er is giving a party and he forgets to
enter the house by he back door.",.
'of
century. One

battle

the
thousand
men are officially reported to have
DISAPPEARED
been, lost by the Germans, while the
Vanish Before Postum.
Ails
Coffee
allies claim their losses are trivial."
The Meuse was crossed near the
It seems almost too good to be
little village of Mitrailleuse at the true,
the way headache, nervousness,
north of. the Kaiser's great battle insomnia, and many other . obscure
line.
roubles vanish when coffee is dis
All of London thrilled with enthu- missed and Postum used as the regusiasm as dispatch after dispatch came lar table beverage.
from Brussels telling of the success of
The reason is clear. Coffee conthe allies all along the; battle front tains a poisonous drug caffeine
and of the nearing of the tremendous which causes the trouble, but fostum
engagement.
contains only the food elements in
At Mitrailleuse, tthe Uhlan column choice' hard wheat with a little mowas torn by the terrific fire of the lasses.
,
'.
heavy Belgian artillery from the opA Phila. man grew enthusiastic and
posite shore. As it wavered, the Bel- wrote as follows: '
gian troopers and the French allies,
"Until 18 months ago I used coffee
J
cover
of
the
had
who
forded under
regularly every day and suffered from
fire, formed and charged.
headache, bitter taste in my mouth,
resistand indigestion; was gloomy and irriThe Uhlans made a stubborn
ance and were aided by a large detach-men- t table, had variable or absent appetite,
of infantry.
loss of flesh, depressed in spirits, etc.
Column after column was swept :. "I attribute theBe things to coffee,
away and as they broke the allies because since I quit It and have drank
swept through their rear, using their Postum I feel better than I had for
bayonets. During the pursuit the 20 years, am less susceptible to cold,
French captured many Uhlans and have gained 20 lbs. and the symptoms
their horses. The horses were at have disappeared vanished before
once sent to the rear for remounts. Postum."
Big detachments of French and ' Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Germans met near Dinant, to the south Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
of Namur. The Germans again were Wellville," in pkgs.
Postum1 comes in two forms:
repulsed and thrown back, the French
- Regular
Postum must be well
occupying both banks of the river.
The French artillerymen fired with hnilftd. 15c and 25c nackaees.
Instant Postum is a soluble pow
deadly effecC as the German cavalry
A teaspoonful dissolvés quickly
advanced, toward the, town. The
de
asitnable to withstand the
Jn a cup of hot water and, with cream
sault and fell back in disorder.
and sugar, makes, a delicious bevercorps
Circy,
age instantly. 30c and 50c tins.
At
the crack Bavarian
f
fled'in a disorganized mob, after
The coEi per cup of both kinds i
utterly in an assault on the about the same.
"There's a Reason" for, Postum.
Jrerich.
sold by Grocers.
.
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New Store
atIdealOur
Grocery Corner

Call

PERSONALS
OOOOOOCxOCXDOOO

'

And see the Large New Stock of GROCERIES
Now on our Shelves. Our Market is Complete
Postmaster Johnson has been
busy the past week remodeling with
a line of Fresh and Cured Meats.
the interior of the postoffice.
Buy your gasoline of F. S.
Brown-- - 25c. per Gallon.

The old partition in the back
part of the building has been
torn out and a new file room
built. Several new pieces of
furniture have been added and
the whole appearance has been
greatly improved by the change.
We doubt if their is another
postoffice of the Fourth Class in
New Mexico with better fixtures

Shoes

.Hamilton-Bro- wn

,

than the Roy office
S. B. "Shannon left for

eastern

Arkansas Tuesday where he will
look at some land which he is
contemplating trading his homestead south of town for.

.

Com
Stock now here and on the new Shelving-Mo- re
ing. American Lady and American Gentleman Styles.

A Fine New Stock of Dry Gooi

is

All New Patterns The Last Word in

tADIES' FURNISHINGS

Notice Cream Shippers
Fred Brown Pays 23 tents
caso for Cream delivered at

New Stock of Hardware and Cutlery

Roy.
Quite a num ber of homeseekers
are in the vicinity now and with
another year like this one we
will come to the front in a

hurry.

Notice of Sale of Bonds
Public notice is hereby given that
school distristno 33 to wit, the school
district of Roy, in the county cf Mora
in the state of New Mexico, has issued
bonds for the purpose of enlarging and
repairing a school house in the said
district' through the Board of school
directors of the said school district
thereunto duly authorized by a majority of the qualified electors of the said
school district,' at a lawful election of
the said qualified electors duly called
by the Board of school directors of
the said school district, the total
the said bond issue being
two thousand dollars In denominations
of five hundred dollars each due twenty
years after date, and redeemable at
the pleasure of the said school district
at any time after ten years, drawing
interest at the rate of 6 per cent, inat the
terest payable
Treasurers office at Mora N. N. the
said bonds being given in the name
of the said school district, and being
duly signed by the chairman of the
said board of school directors, approved by the County Superintendent of
the County of Mora, delivered to the
Collector of
Treasurer and
the said County of Mora, the: said
Collector
Treasurer and.
having given his receipt to the said
.Board of Directors.
Notice is further given that the said
Bonds will be sold to the highest bidder but that none of the said - bonds
will be sold for less than ninety cents
on the dollar Bids will be received
by the undersigned for the purchase of
said bonds up to September first twelve
o'clock, of said day, A. D. 1914.
semi-annua- lly

Car-Loa- d

of Wagons and Farm
nn
laciimery now Here

We are Better Fixed than ever to supply your
wants in every Department.

ROY,
'if"

New Me

.
.

;

'

-

,

Ex-offic- io

Ex-offic- io

I

county as thatis what our wheat
is averaging.

The new gasoline lights are at
at last installed in the I. Ó. O. F.
Hall and wére given a tryout
Wednesday evening. They are
fine and anyone of the four gives
more light than the former system while all of them added to
JOHN K. STRING,
the other recent improvements
Treasurer and
in the Hall render it a most at
Colector for Moro County,
,
tractive room.
New Mexico.
o,

y

C. L. Woods and family, of AbWhen wheat makes all of the
Mrs. J. L. Campbell who lives
way. from 30 on 85 bushels to the 6 miles east of town is reported bot were in town Monday on a
acre we claim that is a good quite sick and her condition is re- shopping expedition.
yiekj therefor we have a farming ported critical.

This has been moving wek in
Roy for several of the Roy citizens. C. A. Armour has moved
into the Lucero house just back
of the I. O. 0. F. Hall. Mrs. Á.
L. Collins and daughter Miss
e
Graje have moved into the
Property near the School
House. Mrs. Romine is moving
to Cherry vale Kansas and Julius
Appel is moving into the property
s
vacated by C. A. Armour.
Ro-miñ-

.

Messrs. Finley Hubbard, Lloyd
Gambrell, Robert Gambrlland
two small grandsons of J. L.
Campbell came in from Kentucky
last Monday and are visiting at
the Campbell home. Mr, J. L.
Campbell who has bteen attending to business matters in the
Blue Grass state state returned
with them. We understand that
the Gambrell Bros, and Mr. Hubbard will file on land before they
return to the east.

a

'
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REQUESTS AID FOR WOUNDED.

the questloa of
the further increase in the cost of
Ga., was to look into

THE WORL D

living.
The newspapers of France are raftering
from a paper famine.
Americans in Europe have about
stopped clamoring to return home, acAmericans in Paris are planning to
cording to reports to the State De- organize a Rough Rider corps.
partment from Ambassador Page at
Pol Plancon, the opera singer, died
.
London.
In Paris. He had been ill since June.
The American consulate at Liege,
An order has been issued giving the
Belgium, "has been exposed to fire government control of all the railroads
began," Minister In Great Britain.
since hostilities
Brand Whitlock reported to the state
Ambassador Walter Hlnes Page took
department from Brussels.
over the affairs of the
embassy in London. Chandler
President Wilson, head of the American Red Cross, appealed to the Amer- Hale will be in charge.
0
The house of commons voted
ican people ' to contribute money for"
for emergency purposes and
the relief of sick and wounded soldiers
passed several bills in five minutes
of the warring European nations.
"Two of the American navy's four without a dissenting voice.
President ,Polncare and Premier
newdreadnaughts now building were
s
completed Aug. 1, Vivlanl have taken measures to renearly
according to comparative figures is- lieve Italians in France who are suffering as a consequence of the war.
sued by the bureau of construction.
Winston Churchill said in London
President Wilson returned to Washthat
such arrangements had been
Ga.,
ington from his journey to Rome,
as
made
would reduce the possibility
came
to bury Mrs. Wilson. With him
Secretary and Mrs. McAdoo, Mr. and of accidents caused by mines to a minMrs. Frances B. Sayre, Miss Margaret imum.
A Central News dispatch from BerWilson, Prof. Stockton Axson, Mrs.
Wilson's brother, and other relatives. lin dated Monday says the Russian
Charge Huebscher of the Swiss le- funds seized by the German governgation notified the State Department ment in Berlin banks are said to total
that martial law had been declared $25,000,000.
Arrangements have been completed
in Switzerland. Both France and German troops are menacing the Integ- under which. American letters of
rity of Switzerland with their opera- credit, travelers' checks and like pations in the vicinity of Basel, which per may be cashed in all the principal
lies close to Muelhausen, reported cap- cities of France, Italy and Switzerland.
tured by the French.
given
an
has
European
conflict
The national relief fund for the famThe
enormous impetus to the postal sav- ilies of soldiers killed or wounded in
ings system according to reports to the war, which was started under the
Postmaster General Burleson from auspices of the Prince of Wales and
postmasters in the 'large commercial Queen Mother Alexandra, amounts to
$3,240,000.
centers.
government
of 2V
Purchase by the
GENERAL. .
000,000 ounces oí silver was authorby
Senator
a
bill introduced
ized in
Last rites" over the body of Mrs.
Smoot of Utah. He aimed to prevent
Woodrow
Wilson were held at Rome,
the closing down of the silver mines
body was buried beside
Ga.,
and
the
throughout the West, which have been
of
Wilson's father and
Mrs.
those
deprfr ed of their market by the war.
mother.
The charter of six vessels to go to
Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York,
Europe for Americans was agreed on
secretary of the navy, anassistant
by Secretaries McAdoo, Garrison and
candidacy for the Demonounced
his
PhilDaniels and Assistant Secretary
"
for the United
nomination
cratic
lips of the state department. They
Senate.
States
passengers
as
8,000
carry
at
will
After a brief session', the Demoreasonable rates of passage as posstate convention which met at
cratic
sible.
Tex., sent a message of symEl
Paso,
A definite plan drafted by President
pathy
to
President Wilson and adWilson for the restoration of peace
journed
until
the following day.
and orderly government Jn the Dominipart in thje great Euroimportant
An
AmeriIs
by
an
carried
can republic,
being played by the
pean
is
conflict
which
Havana,
left
can commission
Cuba, for Santiago en route to Santo Jews of the warring nations, of whom
it has been estimated as many as
Domingo city.
"American crops can and must move 33C.0OO are engaged as soldiersin the
to Europe, which will starve without various árales now in the field.
Plans for the arbitration of the
our wheat. Just as soon as the quessupremacy
wage
powers
demands of the engine crews of
of
the
tion of the
will
railroads at Chicago had
resumed."
commerce
be
Western
settled,
is
This view was expressed by Secretary progressed to the point where the
Redfield of the Department of Com- opinion was expressed that hearings
would begin within two weeks.
merce.
Despite efforts made by women opSPORT.
posed to holding a peace parade in the
United States in view of the war situ
Standing of Weatern League Club.
abroad, representatives of wo
ation
Won. Lost. Pet.
Clubs
46
.603 men's organizations at a meeting in
70
Sioux City
49
.578
67
Denver . .'
6
.665 New York decided to hold the parade
50
St. Joseph
':
.500 there August 29.
Des Moines . .V
,...58 58
Lincoln
...66 57 .496
61
.465
The steamer Cristobal, which arOmaha .
....53
47
71
.398 rived at New York from Cristobal,
Topeka
.397
46
70
Wichita
had the distinction of being the. first
Sailor Fred Frltts outpointed Sol- vessel of any considerable size to
dier Kearns at the Broadway Athletic aavigate "' the Panama canal in both
directions. The Cristobal was dec
club inj New York.
The bout between Richie Mitchell orated with bunting and several
In the bay saluted her.
of Milwaukee and Benny Chavez of
Trinidad in Denver has been postAn official statement from Washing
poned until Friday night, Aug. 21, at ton says money in circulation in the
the request of Chavez,
United States properwhich excludes
Lew Richie, former Cub pitcher, America beyond seas f pots up $3,'
has been purchased by President Han-lio- n 267,368,930, an increase of a little over
of the Sioux City Club of thelWest-er- 110,000,000 over the same day a' year
league from the Kansas City igo, but a decrease of a little over
American Association team. Richie 151,000,000 from lait month. The per
capita circulation is $33.96.
will join the team at Omaha.
While he believes war of the air ' Mrs. Katherine Clemmons Gould obwill be the war of the future, Captain tained a Supreme Court order in New
Bristol, head of the United States fork which directs hér husband. How- aeronautic service, predicted at Wash- ird Gould, from whom she obtained a
ington that air machines would not lecree of separation in 1909 to make
do actual wholesale killing in Europe. ip $212.79 In unpaid alimony.
'

PARAGRAPHS
A BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

FOREIGN.

-

Austro-Hun-garla- n

LATE DISPATCHES

IN

S325.'-000,00-

DOINGS" AND

HAPPENINGS THAT

m'ark THE

PROGRESS

OF THE AGE.
(Western Newspaper Union News Servio.

WESTERN.

three-fourth-

'

One man was killed and several
buildings fired by lightning in a severe electrical storm that swept over
Chicago.

The French government asked quotations on 25,000 pockets of Louisiana
rice, according to announcement of
Kew Orleans dealers.
The opening of the annual convention of the International Typographical union at Providence, R. I., was
attended by nearly 300 delegates.
Fire which started in a livery barn
practically destroyed two entire business blocks of Detroit, Minn., before
it was gotten under control. The loss
is $150,000.
The engagement of Miss Cornelia E.
Bryce, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
S. Bryce of New York, and Gifford
Plnchot, former chief forester of the
United States, was announced.
The International Harvester Company was declared to be a monopoly
in restraint of interstate and foreign
trade, and was ordered dissolved by a
1
J
f i
II
rilmxes
majority
decision m i1ine Tunuea
District Court at St. Paul.
In the four days' fighting around
Mazatlan, Méx., Mexican Federals lost
800 in dead and wounded and: the Constitutionalists forty-nindead and 300
wounded, according to information
reaching Laredo, Tex.
Joseph Frey, president of the Central Verein, reported to the annual
convention in session at Pittsburg,
Pa., that 6,000 members had been
added to the roll daring the past year,
and prospects for additional increases
in membership were good.
Unaware of the war in Europe, the
British collier V( 6 talia, commanded
by Captain D. B. Marshall, steamed
peacefully Into port at San Diego, Cal.,
fifty-twdays out from Norfolk, Va.,
with 7,000 tons of coal for the navy
coaling station "at San Diego.
Former Senator Joseph W. Bailey
announced that he would enter the
contest for the United States senator- 1

.

e
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convention, in session here, refuses to
adopt nis resolutions opposing nation
wide prohibition.
The ' resolutions
were defeated.
Officials of the Burlington railroad were in Denver for several
days preparing for .the opening
of the company's new line be
tween Denver and Seattle, about
laid between Casper and Qrln Juno
tion in Wyoming, at which point it
connects with the Colorado & south'

em. '

"

WASHINGTON.

Baltimore's protest against the selection of Richmond as a federal re
serve city was brought to Washington
by counsel for the Baltimore, banks.
The machinery of the federal gov
ernment has been set in motion by
President Wilson to inquire into, the
cause for the general rise of food
stuffs. His first action upon return
Jug from Ms wife's funeral at Rome,

-

:

President Wilson Asks Funds for Red
Cross Nurses In European War.
Washington. President Wilson. ' "as
head of tho American Red Cross, appealed to the American people to
contribute money for the relief of sick
and wounded coldlers of the warring
European nations. The appeal was:
"To the people of the United
States: The present wars in Europe
are certain to impose on the Red
Cross of the nations engaged a' burden which demands the sympathy and
aid of the world.
"The American Red Cross is ear
nestly desirous of assisting its sister
societies in their endeavors to alleviate distress and suffering among the
combatants, and therefore appeals for
funds to be expended impartially for
the relief of the sick and wounded
soldiers of the nations at war.
"Contributions for this purpose may
be sent to the American Red Cross,
Washington, D. C, or to local treas
urers of the society in other cities. I
confidently hope that the humanity
and liberality of the people of the
United States, so often manifested in
the past, will cause them to respond
promptly and generously to this
,

-

.

RISE IN FOOD PRICES

Ordered Probed by President In Letter to Attorney General.
Washington. President Wilson per-sonally, by letter, called the attention
of the attorney general to the general
'
and apparently abnormal Inflation of
food prices and asked the Department
of Justice to conduct an investigation
to ascertain corrective measures and
whether, there is a conspiracy. The
President's letter was as follows:
"The rapid and unwarranted increase in the. prices Of foodstuff in
this country, upon the pretext of the
conditions existing in Europe is so
serious and vital a matter that V take
the liberty of calling your attention
to It.
"I would be very much obliged if
you would advise me if there is under
the existing law any action which the
Department of Justice could take
either by way of investigation or legal process and what federal legislation, if my, would, in your judgment,
be justifiable and warrantable in the
circumstances.
"I feel that this is a matter that
we cannot let pass by without trying
to serve the country. Certainly the
country ought to be defended, if possible, against men who would take
advantage of such circumstances to
increase the price of food and the difficulties of living'

.

Of all virtues magnanimity

is the
persons of merit
for one who willingly acknowledges it
in another. Hazlitt.

rarest: there are

100

s
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Fully Accredited
If yon are looking for a real
good school for your son or
daughter to attend, you will
The

do well to Investigate

CENTRAL

BUSINESS

COLLEGE

201 15th Street. Denver.
Colo. Write today for catalog

UNIVERSITY OF DEHVER
DEPARTMENTS AT UNIVERSITY PARK l
College of Liberal Arts,
Graduate School

Warren Academy
Summer School

DEPARTMENTS IN THE HEART
OP DENVERl
School of Commerce
Saturday College

Denver Law School
Dental School

The Retriatratloa Days for' the
Fall Semeater Are Sept. 7 mad 8.
Inquiries of any character will
be answered In, the first mail
when addressed to
THE CHANCELLOR, University
Park, Colorado

;
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Motorcycle

Bargains

Used and rebuilt motorcycles.- We must sell. Guaranteed;
shipped subject to Inspection.
100 different machlnes.Send lor
list and catalog of the Ble X.
This Mead a uto Cyclk Co., 14th&Bdwy., 'Denver

Western Distributors oí Excelsior Autocodes

.

TENTS
WALL
$ 6.15
ft. wall. 10 oz. .
7x

V

8

8x10-10x12-12x14-,

;

-

tl

.,

.

ft. wall, 10 oz. . , 8.40
ft. wall, 10 oz. . . 10.90
ft. wall 10 oz. . ', 14.65

THE BROOKS TENT k AWNING CO.
1 55 Arapahoe St., Denver, !nl.

wlth 20 words for an advertising slide
for tho picture shows of your own town,
16th Street, DENVKft
H. D. SMITH CO.,

tllil

TfíE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Business Cards

o

30C

Dr. S. Locke, D. D.S.

Everbody Reads
THE JOURNAL Tucumcari Hospital

0f

Why? Because it Prints
Today's News Today
and Lots of it. And because it is independent
in politics and wears the
collar of no political par-

Will be in ROY SOON
to do your Dental work.
Watch this Space For

110

plowed
between
and the grass burned
such guards.
Grass growing in the center of
roads should be burned and destroyed, as roads free from grass
often make excellent fire guards.

M

y

TUCUMCARI,

:

N. M.

:

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP
C. A. ARMOUR,

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

C

Mrs. R. Palmer had a beauti
monument placed at the
grave of her husband in the Roy
Cemetery this week. The monu
ment is a large one and was or
dered thru S. B. Tower the local
agent for an eastern firm.

Prop.

New Balh Room and

up-t-

o

date Fixtures.
A modern Barber Shop.

ful

Parties leasing state land
Geo. A. Malhson of Raton and
should use every precaution postires
prairie
prevent
Mr. Linning of Keota, Mo. filed
sible to
whi ch are likely to occur this on homesteads northeast of town
fall and winter, owing to the un- last week. Mr. Deaton located
usual growth of grass.
both gentlemen.

TAKE THE
SPANISH-AMERICA- N

z

Best

There is probably not over

Weekly in Northeastern New Mexico

$1.50 PER YEAR

should-b- e

s

Coil in N.
Graduate Nurses.

X-Ra-

Drs. Noble & Doughty,

BY MAIL

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
10L
)OOC
11

Fire-guard-

Largest

60 cts. A MONTH

Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

3

Modern Equipment,

ty.

Dates-Depend- able

PERSONAL and
LOCAL

.

!

35

or 40 vacant or unfiled claims on

the mesa at present. These will
be taken within the next few
weeks and then homesteading
will be a thing of the past on

A. L.

Hanson,
Deputy State Game Warden
Hunting Licenses Executed

the Mesa.

Now is a good time to mow the
Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
Mrs. Wm. G. Johnson and
weeds in the V alle.vs and back
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
yards before '"' they go to seed. children are visiting at the Wm.
Simply because the editor does King home in Raton this week.
jj his own property or elsewhere.
noi keep the weed down .. in his
Mrs. Emma Martinez went to
back yard is no sign that the
LOST OR ST0LEN:1 black
residents of the town should do Mosquero Wednesday to visit
mare mule 5 years ofd 16 hands
Mrs. Baca.
like wise.
high, NO BRAND, has a small
cut back of left hip.
Finder of same will please

?5he

Oriental

Motel,

READ THE

communicate with owner.
John Krizan

Mrs.S. Tyler,
Proprietress

Herriugton
N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING HERALD
News of the World by Associated Press Leased Wire.
News of New Mexico and Eastern Arizona by Special Corre-

spondents.
,

Daily Stock Market Quotations, Including Cattle, Sheep, Hogs,
Hay and Grain,
.

FAIR IN POLITICS; DEMOCRATIC IN PRINCIPLE.
ALL THE NEWS THE DAY IT HAPPENS
ALL THE NEWS THE WAY IT HAPPENS

Mesdames Eisher aud Bohrer
who.have been visiting their sister Mrs. P. R. Harris for several
weeks returned to their home in
eastern Oklahoma Sunday. They
were well pleased with New
Mexico ahd no doubt in the near
future will make this their home
We understand that one of the
ladies filed on a claim out in the
T. 0. Scott neighborhood.

Best of Service.
Reasonable Rates.

New Management,

ooooooooooooo
Variety
Machine
Works,
n

sn c
a
v?s
i
c ouns, rrupi a,
V.
Anaenon
Well Equipped with Power Machinery
for all kinds of Shop work

General Blacksmithing,
Engine and Automobile Work,

Favorable train service places the REGULAR EDITION of the
Albuquerque Evening Herald in most parts of the state ahead of
"
every other daily paper..

The Roy Cafe

Wagon and Carriage Work

a Specialty.

Mrs Ida E. WaUon, Prop.

THE EVENING HERALD
ALBUQUERQUE,

50 Cents per Month

NEW MEXICO.

-

55.00 per Year

Horse Shoeing, Pump and
Band-saand Planer
Rooms,
Good
Meals,
Class
First
Work. .
Competent Service.
All Work Guarantied,
Great-Wester- n

Block

Roy, N. M.

Pipe-Fittin-

g.
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AMOT
Never in the history of Roy have
our Custmers had such an opportunity to
get Such Bargains as we have sold this
week.
Ask your Friends and Neighbors
about the Snaps they Bought.

Plenty M ore Left.
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HEW MEXICO'S BIG FAIR

STATE NEWS

EVERY COUNTY HAS RESERVED
SPACE FOR EXHIBITS.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

PEOPLE

Aug.

at Santa. Fé.

Sept.

Sept.
ton.
Sept,
Sept.

16-1-

23-2-

24-2- 6.

For the first time in
years
of its history
the
every one of the twenty-sicounties
of New Mexico will be represented at
the coming state fair in October witn
a county or community exhibit. Thom
as F. Binkert, secretary of the state
Fair Commission, announced that he
had received space reservations from
every one of the counties, either for
a comprehensive county display, or
from one of the larger communities,
which will amount to a county repre
sentation. The best record ever made
heretofore was in 1908 when 'the state
fair was held In connection with the
National Irrigation Congress, when
counties
fourteen of the twenty-sihad exhibits.
The fair commission has arranged
a strong program of illustrated lec
tures to be given Oct. 6, 7, 8 and 9,
and which will, constitute an excellent
short course in practical farming! and
stock growing. Department heads
from the State Agricultural College,
farm demonstrators of the Santa Fé
and Rock Island railroads and agricul
tural experts from Kansas, Colorado,
Missouri and Iowa will take part in
these lectures. In addition to something more than the usual amusement
program the fair commission is laying
emDhasis on the educational ieature
of the fair. The large demand for
exhibit space which, according to Secretary Binkert, amounts to more at
this time than at the opening of any
Drevious fair, is accounted for by the
splendid crop conditions throughout
the state and the large cash prizes of
fered for individual exhibits, which
are inducing many farmers to com
pete. ,

0.

23-2- 5.

at Albuquerque.

The Roswell apple crop

is being

marketed.
Alamogordo's canning factory is af
.
busy place.
"""
Nathan Salmon again heads the
Santa Fe merchants association.
Heavy rains in the Sacramentos
during the last thirty days have done
much damage.
A large force is to be employed in
filling the
break in the He
bron dam in Colfax county.
H. J, McGrath of Lordsburg, bought
Mrs. Sarah C. Harper's ranches and
cattle, consideration, $110,000.
Drastic action may be taken by the
City Council to rid Santa Fé of some
of its ancient, tottering buildings. .
The New Mexico state militia will
get $12,864 in the distribution of the
$2,000,000 fund by the War Depart
ment.
Tha coif course In Cloudcroft is said
to be the most elevated in the world,
being located at an elevation of about
9,000 feet.
,
The creamery at Tucumcari is re
ported to have distributed $7,000 the
past month to farmers of Quay county
for butter fat.
The Socialists are first in the field,
with a ticket in New Mexico. Thejf
nominated W. P. Metcalf of Albuquer
que, for Congress.
lie

tin.

lavcu

v

Bia Sale of Timber Pending,
Santa" Fé. It is announced at the
offices of Forest Supervisor Don P.
forests
Johnston of the Jemez-Peco- s

"

greatly expanded by the action of the
City Council following the submission
of proper petitions.
On the Overlook mine at Kingston,
with night and
wrrlr in nrncrftRRlnff
.
.
.
.
day smn ana gooa ore is oeing ex
tracted ana snipped.
The refugees at Fort Wingate gave
VÜVUi vu.4-uw-

Miguel

'

,

Independence in Mexico.
WYE. Srote, who has been, drilling
a well for the Rock Island railroad
over at the cap rocks, Near Rock Is
land, struck water at 94 feet.
boy
Charles Moss, sixteen-year-ol"of Hurley, had a leg cut off at Silver
City while, trying to board an empty
ore train on its way to Santa Kita.
There is much rivalry as to who has
d

--

Quay county. A farmer over at Quay
watermelon in Tu
exhibited a
cumcari.
That New Mexico has a splendid
chance of landing the great tubercub.

.

-

V

that informal application has been re
ceived for the purchase of 200,000,000
feet of yellow pine and Douglas fir
timber covering an area of some íu,nrtn acres in the northern end of the
Jemez National Forest. It is stated
that the conclusion of this, sale, which
is ejected to eo through-- will neces
sitate the construction of a forty-milextension of the present railway extftndine from Lumberton on tne uenver and Rio Grande near the northern
border of the state to El Vado, Rio
Arriba county. Some twenty-thre- e
miles of logging spurs will also be
built. It will be necessary to make a
definite appraisal of the timber at
once' and a force of men will be sent
into the forest immediately for this
nurpose. 'This is one of the most im
portant developments for years m kio
Arriba and Sandoval counties and will
have the effect of opening up the
Cuba and Coyote country to a great
decree. A timber expert from the dis
trict offices at Albuquerque will go up
next week to inspect the site of the
nronosed operations, which will be
among the largest ever inaugurated in
a New Mexico forest.
e

Hidalgo y Castilla, father of
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Annual New Mexico
State Fair, Albuquerque.
Oct. 19. Live Stock and Products Ex
'
position at Kosweli.
Meeting State Teachera
Nov.
Association

fx

thirty-fou- r

Oct.
Ton Mminto
Oct.
34th
3.

4

Albuaueraue.

Fair at Farming- Quay County Fair at TuCurry County Fair at Clo- Dona Ana County Fair, at

5.

-

QvertíoJysVcink

-

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

County

8.

V

"

6--

Republican State Convention
San Juan County Fair at

24.

f

JKÚomansVmk- -

Besides Usual Amusement Program,
Illustrated Lecture on Farming and
Stock Growing Oct.

Western Newspaper Union Nw Service
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS

Mhi'l

1

Knights of Pythias, is the belief at
Santa Fe.
J. E. Mundell, who has beea super
intendent of the experiment farm at
Tucumcari for several year, resigned
to accept a similar position, at Big
Springs. Tex.
July's phenomenal rainfall of 11.55
inches for the Raton locality is a rec
ord breaker for any single month since
the establishment of the local weather
bureau In 1909.
The United States land office did a
good business for the month of July,
taking in $6,830.79, as compared with
$2,718.59 in June. The land taken up
and on which certificates were Is
sued aggregated 29,860,22 acres.

-

t

and refreshing.

Demand the genuine by full nams
encourage wbffi'hrtinn.
Nickname

THE

COCA-COL-

WKenerer
you tee n

A

Atlanta,

COMPANY
Ca.

Atiow think
of Coca Cola.

Proves Arctic Was Hot.
Corroborating the report of sound
ings in the Arctic sea made by the
Karluk expedition that revealed the
presence of coral Is a recent note in
science that the fossil flora of that
Icy climate show the presence of
abundant and , luxuriant ferns and
palmlike plant3 produced by the tropical conditions of late paleozoic and
middle cenozoic geologic time. F. H.
Knowlton of the United States geological survey has published a descrip
tion of such plants found about Cape
Lisburne, 100 miles north of the arctic
circle on the western coast of Alaska.
.

laundress hannv that's Red
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. Ail good grocers, aqv.

Jw

Throw Away

your complexion troubles with your
no need of either
powder puff

when you

use'pure, harmless

Face.
Pomade

ffMO

"The ALL DAY BEAUTY POWDER"
At all dealers or by mail

50c.

Zona Co., Wichita, Kansas.

HAVE YOU ANY?
WRITE US.

Hfolroa Hio

Coyne Brothers
STR.,

CHICAGO

118 W. SOUTH WATER
Kind words are never lost unless a
woman put them In a letter and gives HOWARD E. BURTON "KBtó"0
$1 ; Gold,
it to her husband to mail.
Specimen prtcen: Gold, 8ilTer. Lead,
$ 1. Mailing

If a

SUvr, 75c Gold, 50c ; Zinc or Copper,
envelopes and full price list sent on application.
your
on
watch
pulls
his
price
friend
Silver blossom" Stick Pins (pure silver), Bank.

funny story cut it short.

SlüO. Leadvllle.Colo.

Wñílf l ftf

Kei. Carbonate

Na.

jr. TÜ

;?Bejjeaterw: Smolieleas Shell.
Smokeless powder "load,"
Winchester Factory Loaded Repeater " Shells will
surely suit you. They are loaded with the standard
brands of powder and shot, good wadding and with that
same care and precision which have made the Win-

If you want a good

d

low-pric- ed

chester " Leader " the most popular and satisfactory
e
shell upon the market. Some shooters insist
that Winchester " Repeaters " are better than other
maters' highest trrade shells. A trial will tell the tale.
Don't forget the name : Winchester " Repeater,"
high-grad-

d

.

Thirst-iquenchi- ng

and yours.

Lightning.
Redlich,
the nineteen- Raton. Carl
Redlich, was
Joseph
son of
year-olmstanuy
lightning
and
by
struck
iriiioi uVillo atandinff In the doorway
of the barn at the ranchhome on
Barela Mesa.

v

delicious.

The national beverage

Bov Killed By

Bav ChoDS Off Toe With Axe.
SDrineer. Cecil Loder, the twelveson of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
year-olacciaentauj
Vernon,
of
Tder.
chopped off one of his toea on W
rieht foot

and keenly

X igorously good

I

THE YELLOW SHELL WITH THE CORRUGATED HEAD.

THE

SPANISH-AMERUA2-
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Officers and Stockholders

Roy Telephone Company

H. G. JONES, Prksident.
C, L. JUSTICE, Cashieb.
IGNACIO MAESTAS.
Dr. F. B.EVANS,
";
Attorney,'
C. E. McGINNIS,

'

,

VV. H",

J. J. Taylor, Mgr.

(Dm Unmiattmt

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North

Connected with all feell Long Distance
Telephone Lines
Do your business by phone and get your answer

time and ave telegraphic delays.

'

x

at same

ROY, N. M.

i.

'

Dear Ogden:

,

No jdoubt some
of my. friends would like to know
how I am getting alons since
'

Local Busines
$2.50 per m

Resolutions of Respect

Jim Johnson Improving

.

The
coming to the Springs.-iirst ten days were rather discounting. . I improved .very little during that time bút since
has opened up the
bathes are having a oener tueci
I hope to gain good results from
now on and soon be able to come
J
home much improved.
the-weathe-

With best regards to all my
.
menus i. remain;
respectfully,'
;
Very
'8-1Jas. W. . Johnson.
4
14
'

,
, As

you sell your grain, stock,

Pay your bills by check,, which
Makes the best kind of receipt,
And avoid the worry and danger
Attending the carrying of large
Sums of money.

Divine proviWHEREAS:
We of fer the best security with
our
from
dence 'has removed
Liberal rates of interest on
midst our worthy brother, W. S.
Time deposits.
Wane by the hand of death and:
WHEREAS: The duty of Odd
Fellaws is to bury the dead as
The
well as care for the
the distressed and educate the
Orphan,-therefor- o
be.
By Homestead
Lodge, No. 46 I. O. O. F. of Roy
N. M. that, while we submit to
the decree that has removed him
from our midst because we must
we deeply deplore the death of
Take Time to Live.
Cigarette on Manc'y's Conscience.
conscience,"
my
on
something
nerves produce irritagot
Overwrought
"I
our brother and friend and shall
Mandy announced .to her employer the bility, and there., is nothing that so
ever cherish a livdy recollection other day. "You know them ciga- 'disqualifies a woman for any kind of
disof his many virtues while bury rettes I see you and. dem other ladies living as a petulant,
inevitaI
tuk
ignore
to
out
you
the
position.
w;is
Learn
While
smoking.
ing his imperfections beneath
one. And, Lordy, it made me so sick ble annoyances, and take time to live,
the clods that rest upon his I couldn't say my prayers."
ao well as work.

oy

sick-Reli- eve

of R

....
That

we. are
deeply grateful to the Odd Fellows and Rebekahs of Tucumcari
for the practical demonstration
,
of Fraternity in attending the
Texas
funeral services of our, brother
to Texas to dispose of his
holdings and will then return and and theirs, for the profuse floral
invest in land in this community. u ings and for the spirit of

'

'

;

"

'

RESOLVED:

true Fraternity shown by them
in the preform a nee of the last
duty of our order toward our
brother.
RESOLVED:
That! we ex-

children and
tend to
other relatives of the deceased,
our heartfelt sympathy and commend them to the guidance and
nrotection of Him who is the
"Father of the Fatherless" and
of us all, and be it further
RESOLVED:
That copies of
this resolution be sent by the
Secretary to the bereaved rela
fives of our departed brother.
That they be' published in the
the-bereav-

'The New Mexico College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
appeals toi young men aud women
of New. Mexico because it is
largest institution of learning in
Roy
that
the State and because if offers
spread upon the records
excellent advantages to the stud they be
Lodge as a Memorial.
ent who wants a liberalandpac-tica- l of this
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
education. The institution
Wm,
G. Johnson, VCommitee
is equipped with good buildings
J. Floersheim,
modern equipment and a large
faculty of high grade professors.
Messrs. Blair of Groom Texas
The mechanical course includes
mechanical, electrical and. civil and Clifton of Southern Arkansas
turning were located on homesteads north
wood
engineermg,of town this week by the Roy
etc..

te

Y

fault-findin- g

over the country for the past
few days left for his home Wednesday, Mr. Miller was more
than pleased with this part of
New Mexico and bas goue back

500:

Trust and

qlVífvs Baurik

Mr. C. II Miller and two sons
bosom..
of Spur Texas who has been-lookin-

The Old Students Association
of the' New Mexico Cojlege'of
Agriculture and Mechanic Árts
has launched a campaign for the
purpose of increasing the college
'attendance the coming school
.year.. During the year 191314.
'272 students enrolled.' The Old
Students Association hepes to increase the number this year to

.

Or produce, place your money
Pn open account with a reliable Bank.

v

Private Line
$3.00 per mo..

--

Now is the time that you
Realize on your season's work.

Office and EXCHANGES AT

Local Residtace
$1.50 'per mo.

Directous,

FUQUA.

Spanish-American'an-

d

-

1

locator Mr. Deaton.

.

of
H

III

mm
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Samson Windmills
Stock and Storage Tanks
Deep Well Pumps
Gas Pibe and Fittings
Working Barrels and Cylinders
Well Casing Safety Flues
The Best Cream Separators made
Sold on Monthly Payments
Wagons and Farm Machinery
Gasoline Pumping Engines

.Roy,

Ft M.

i J.

THE

PRESERVE PEACE

SPAHIsn-AMERICAl-
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Escapes.

THE RECLAMATION BILL

Dr. Hilary Roberts Mason "of Portland, the
authority on eugenics, said on the Atlantic City boardwell-know-

WITH CARRANZA
RELATIVES

OF MADERO GO FOR
CONFERENCE WlTH GEN-- ,

4

Backache Is a Warning

n

Nature always gives fair warning

when-ere-

r

!
goinnr wrong Inside the
anything
walk:
"body. When warned of kidney weakness
"Look nt all these thousands of by an aching back or disordered, urination,
the kidney prompt help and avoid
bathers. Do you see one shapely and give
more serious troubles.
beautiful human form among them,
Kidney trouble is a dangerous thing, beRepresentative Taylor of Colorado male or female? No!
cause the kidneys are the blood filters, and
weak kidneys Boon upset the healthiest
Tells Salient Features of the
"This woman is too
system, causing rheumat ic attacks, gravel,
New Measure.
and Brlght's disease.
and too narrow-chesteThat man dropsy
'
Doan's Kidney Pills Is a most reliable kidprotrudes where he shouldn't In the ney
remedy. Iioan's are used succesHfully
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
chest. And so it goes. 'Among all all over the civilized world and publicly recommended by thousands of grateful people.
Washington. The reclamation ex- these thousands not one perfect speciA Colorado Case.
tension bill reached final passage in men."
V
Mrs. J. Brumley,
Congress and became a law. It will
Dr. Mason ended with an angry
St.,
114
Twelfth
rif,,stwy
fl
Greeley, Colo., ay:
afford relief to settlers all over the laugh:
"I believe I would
West who have taken lands under irbe In my grave. If It
"The survival of the fllttest may be
projects
for Doan's
weren't
rigation
of the government a true doctrine, but, dear me, what a
Kidney Pills. Docneand who have been faced by the
tors failed to cure
lot of escapes there's been!"
the awful pain in
cessity, under the old law, of making
my back. I also had
r
blinding spells. My
payments' with the
limit.
Both Changed.
feet and limbs
Twenty years will now be allowed
"You used to sit and hold my hands
welled terribly and
the swelling reached
them in which' to reimburse the gov- before we were married."
my hips. I was in a
ernment.
c r 1 o al condition,
, "And you used to sit and hold your
but Doan's Kidney
Representative Edward T. Taylor of tongue."
Pills brought me out
Colorado, who is a member of the
nil Icrht TCtrof ltnrR
used them, I have been without a sign
I
committee that considered the bill,
Rechauffe.
or disordered Kidneys.
and(who was in charge of its passage
"Waiter, this pudding is quite cold."
Get Doan's at Any Store. 50e a Box
through the House, made the follow"Impossible, sir! This is the fifth
ing analysis of the measure:
time it' has been warmed since
CO- - BUFFALO, N.Y.
"The main feature of the bill is the
extension of time within which settlers are required by law to repay the
government for , the construction
charges of the reclamation ' projects.
This time was ten years under the
ASTORIA ia a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops
old law. It has been increased to
and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains neither Opium,
twenty years. This change was necessary because the projects very largely
Morphine nor other Narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
overran the original estimates. Large
destroys Worm3 and allays Feverishness. For more than thirty years it
numbers of settlers under the present
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind
projects would have lost their homes
It regulates the Stomach
Colic, all Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
If they had been compelled to repay
and natural sleep.
healthy
giving
Food,
and Bowels, assimilates the
the government in ten years, or in ten
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.
equal payments; also new settlers
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been in use for over
would be very reluctant to come in
has borne the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has bsen made under
30
years,
under the ' projects. Under this bill
his personal supervision since its infancy. Allow no one to deceive you in this.
are but Experiments that
the payments are not only extended to
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-gootwenty, years, but no payment at all
trifle with and endanger the health of Infants and
Children Experience against Experiment.
is required for the first five years
Thereafter
Genuine Castoria always bears the signature of
opened.
after the project is
the payments are graduated, being 2 per cent the first four years
Eskimo Sleds for Stefansson.
To Kill Weeds.
and then 4 per cent the next two years
If a small can, such' as is used to 'When yilhjaímur Stefansson startand 6 per cent in the years following.
"A very beneficial feature of the ex- oil a machine, Is .filled with kerosene, ed on his Arctic expedition which was
tension bill over which there was a and one drop Is put at the root of each brought to an abrupt end January 16,
long, hard fight, is that' no interest weed, It will die at once. After one 1313, by the sinking of ííis ship Karluk
whatever is required to be paid by the treatment there never will be any in the ice floes, he carried dog steds
made by Eskimos at Nome, Alaska.
settlers upon any of these payments. more trouble.
The plans were furnished by the exThere is no other instance in the history of the country where from
ERUPTION OVER CHILD'S BODY plorer; but the work was left entirely
to the natives under the guidance of a
to $150,000,000 of government
priest. Strength and lightness
money is allowed to be used by setRoute No. 3, Box 67, Little Falls, mission two
essential features In
were
the
twenty
tlors and not repaid until
Minn. "Our little boy was taken sick
A minimum
work.
construction
the
running
years, with no interest charge
with" a fever and after the fever he amount of lumber was used, but every
we
know that broke out with a sore eruption all over
on the loan. Of course
this is not only absolutely fair, but his body. We could, get nothing to joint was braced and reinforced. Eight
necessary. However, there was com- help him. The Bores were large and of the snow vehicles were made, and
plaint from those who represented red and bleeding. They started with when completed they were strong
be
other portions of the United States. blieters as if he were burned and enough to carry all that could
'
them.
into
loaded
They felt that it was entirely unrea when they broke they would bleed
sonable to grant that concession to us and they itched so that he could not
when the farmers generally were try- sleep for some time. "We had him all
ing to secure rural credit.
tied up with bandages and then we
"Thi3 law is also made applicable to had to soak them off every day.
future projects and there are consider"We bought a cake of Cutlcura Soap
able administrative details in the bill and a box of Cuticura Ointment
Cut out cathartics and purgatives. They are
for the purposeof systematizing the whlc4 soon gave tym relief.- Now he brutal,
harsh, unnecessary. 1 ry
work of the reclamation service.
LITTLE
weeks
three
in
CARTER'S
for
ae
can
be
as
well
is
"The cultivation requirements der he was all healed by the Cuticura LIVER PILLS
manded of the settlers will be for only Soap and Ointment." (Signed) George Purely vegetable. Act
'
of the irrigablarea of their
gently on ine uver,
.
Wolters, Jan. 29, 1914.
eliminate one, ana JF
irrifull
iI JITTLE
holdings within the first three
.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold soothe the delicate f
irone-haof
the
seasons,
of the
anr,
gation
membrane
each
Sample
of
throughout the world.
tare
rigable area within the fve full irriga- free.with 32-- Skin Book. Address post- bowel,
Constipation,
of
filing
following
Bilieueness,
the
seasons
tion
J&Ff
card "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston." Adv. elm ui.it
mllllODS KOOW.
the water right application. There is
rha anii InilttfMfinfl.
also a provision in the. bill that no
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
Heard at the Beach.
increase in the construction charges
when
prove
he
"What did Columbus
Genuine must bear Signature
will hereafter be made, excepting by stood an egg on end?"
the consent of a majority of the water
"Well, for one thing he proved that
right applicants and entrymen affected an egg was not considered as precious
by such increase. Tho water users then a It is now."
have been insisting upon the provision
LOSSES SURELY PREVENTED
for years. The law also gives the en- YOUR OWN DRUGGIST WltlV TEIX YOU BLACK by Cuttur'a Blackleg Pili.
fresh, reliable; pref erred by
for Bed, Weak, Watery
trymen under projects two years with- Try Murine By llemedy TCyUds:
No SmarUng-ju- st
western tookmen because they aro- Byes and Grannlatd
tect where other v&ocines fail.
Kye Comtort. Write for Book of the fcye
in which to dispose of their excess
Bemedy Co., Chicago.
booklet asd
by mail Free.
t7g T. Write forpkje.
farm unit.
Blackleg Pilla. II.
I K 1 m
Blackleg Pill. 4.00
pkge.
bill
4
JLiaJ
"The only provision in the
'
Use any injector, but
Belgrade's fire loss is about eleven
genei&lly
opposes
is
The raperlorUs of Cutter product li due to'oer IS
which the West
thousand dollars &,: year;
rears of epeelilirffii to vaoclnea and erurn only,
Underwood
as
tha
what is, known
Insist en Cutter'. If unob.siBble, order dlreci
THE CUTTfR. UB0HAT0BY. Berkeley California.
amendment requiring the Department
misled. "'rAsk for Red Cross
Don't
of the Interior to annually submit to Bog
Makes beautiful white clothes.
Blue
ex""'
Congress estimates and plans of
At all geed grocers. "Adv.
PATEIITS Ant vefomnvML Pían. rrriiT?- penditure cn each of tfc various rec6Pci-fifound in empty
lamation projects,' andobt&in
; Food for tfcou&btvle
W.'N. U. QENVER, NO,'
io cupboardi.
appropriation

TIME

I

FOR PAYMENT EXTENDED
TO TWENTY YEARS.

heavy-hippe-

d

d.

ERAL VILLA.

THE MEXICAN CABINET
5ENERAL

CARRANZA

x

WAITING

FOR VILLA AND HIS ARMY

ten-yea-

OF 20,000 MEN.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

1

El Paso, Tex., Aug. 17.

The situa-Jo- n
in Chihuahua was quiet Sunday,
ind Villa's representatives on the bor-- '
ler "reiterated previous assertions
;hat there would be no difficulty
their leader and Carranza.
General Villa was reported to have
irrived at Parral, Chihuahua, on his
ray to Chihuahua City. Several mem- be-:we- en

a special train to confer with the
northern general when he reaches the
on

capital.
Mexico City, Aug. 17.

General
Carranza; chief of the Constitutionalists, will enter Mexico City
next Tuesday, it was announced Sunday. By that time It is expected that
an trie constitutionalist troops, including General Francisco Villa, with'
20,000 men, "will have arrived and that
the members of General Carranza's
cabinet also will be here.
Troops continued to pour into this
,
city Sunday to augment the 12,000
General O bregón led in on Saturday,
when Carranza was expected.
A magnificent private train, formerly belonging to President Diaz, was
sent to Tialnapantla, eight miles from
the city, for use by. General Carranza,
.A report has been received here
that thirty foreigners, including women and children, are held prisoners by
Emilio Zapata's men near Miraflores.
At the request of the diplomatic corps
a body of Constitutionalist troops have
been sent from General Blanco's brigade to Miraflores to afford protection to the foreigners and to check
any outbreak.
Ven-ustian-

o

NINE CUT DOWN BY NEGRO.

With Two Children and
Servants Brained by Axman
in Love Cottage.
Spring Green, Wis. A mad chef
armed with, a hand ax wrote the last
page of the romance of Mamah Bouton
Borthwick, formerly Mrs. Edwin II.
Cheney of Oak Park, 111., whose love
affairs for five years have been named
with those of Frank Lloyd 'Wright, a
wealthy architect, and her neighbor.
Mrs. Borthwick and ' five others
were killed, one other was probably
fatally injured and two less seriously
hurt. The elaborate "love bungalow"
built by Wright for Mrs. Cheney, was
burned.
Tullen Carlton, a negro cook employed by Wright and accused of the
crimes, surrendered after a search oí
Beveral hours had. been made for him.
He was hurried into an automobile and
rushed to the Iowa' county jail.
,The nine victims were in the dining
room when the negro lighted a rug
soaked in gasoline in front of the
door. ' This left but oné means ol
egress, a window.- As the occupants
of the building put their heads through
he struck them down and dragged the
bodies out, and waited the next.
Divorcee

'
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Buckingham Appointment Made.
Washington. tjñma. B. Rapp was
appointed postmaster at Buckingham
Weld county,' Cplo. 'She takes thi
p!?ce of Edna A- McKee; who re-

igned.
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Proposed
Constitutional
Amendments

against , him in Notice of Foreclosure Sale
five, , Township Twentv, Norm,
his official capacity and for which the
Range Twenty five, East of the
county, incorporated city town or vilState of New Mexico,
New Mexico Principal Meridian.
lage, school district or board of edu,
County of Mora
J
cation, is liable, but .the 'same shall be
That the total amount due on said
paid out of the proceeds of a tax levy In the District Court TlAreof
decree on the date of the sale will be
Fourth Judicial District.
as other liabilities of counties, incorDolSeven Hundred, Forty and 0
'
porated cities, towns or villages,
lars, together with accrued costs.
JOINT RESOLUTION No. 12.
JOINT RESOLUTION PROVIDING Hchool districts or boa ds of educa- Floersheim Mercantile
Dated at Rov. Mora Countv. New
FOR THE'AMENDMENT OP ART- tion, and when so collected shall be Company, a Corporation,
Mexico, this 24th cfay of July,. 1914,
'
Plaintiff,
ICLE VIII OF THE CONSTITUTION paidliy tlx'- county treasurer to the
C, L. Justice,
'
'
'
.'
ENTITLED judgment creditor.
OF NEW MEXICO,
VS.
' Special Master. ,
'
"TAXATION AND REVENUE". S.
rNo( 1,773
PROPOSING AN .AMENDMENT Francisco A. Martinez,
SUB. S. J. R. No. 12; Filed March 15 TO SECTION
W. R. Holly,
TWO OF ARTICLE Alexander S. Bushkevitz
1913.
and
Adell
Bushkevitz,
Plaintiff's. Attorney,
TEN OF THE CONSTITUTION OF
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
Defendants.
'
BE IT RESOLVED THE LEGISLA- S. SUB. S. J. R. No. 10; Filed
March
OF
NEW
TURE OF THE STATE
15, 1913.
'
In the above entitled action, which
MEXICO:
v
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE LEGwas an action by the above named
Notice of Master's Sale
That Article VIII of the Constitution ISLATURE OF , THE STATE OF Plaintiff against the above named deNEW
MEXICO;'
,
of the State of Mew Mexico, entitled
fendants to reform the description of
That Section Two of Article Ten of
Pursuant to a decree of Foreclos
"Taxation and Revenue", be and the
the real property in a mortgage deedk
ure
th
Constitution
and
Scate
sale rendered in the District
of
the
of New dated the 14th
same hereby is amended so as to read
day of April, 1908, giv- Court
of
Mexico,
be amended so as to read as
the Fourth Judicial District
v
as follows:
en by the defendant, Francisco A.
of the State of New Mexico, within
iojiows:
Martinez, to plaintiff, so that the de'
and forthe county of
':'
Mera, , on
ARTICLE VIII.
scription
of the real property covered vhe 2(th day
ARTICLE ' X.
of April, 1914, in a cer
'
,
TAXATION AND RE VENUE.
by the mortgage
would be the real tain cause numViprpft 91Qfi tkurain
Section 2, All County officers shall property hereinafter
described and to
Section 1. Taxes levied Upon tang- be elected for' a term of two years, foreclose Jthe
jding, wherein Will H. Baum is Plaint-jiff- ,
said
mortgage
against
and Alice M, Tyler, B. G. Tyler,
ible property shall be in proportionto and after having served two consecu- the said real
property hereinafter de Clyde H.
Tyler, Nora Tyler Hardcas- the value thereof, and taxes shall be tive terms, .shall be ineligible to hold
scribed, a decree.dated the 13th day. of
,
upon
of
subjects
M. Hughes, administrator
and
F.
tle
uniform
and
ány county office for two years there- April 1914,
equal
was on said date rendered of
same
of,
the
class.
Estate of John W, Tyler, dethe
taxation
..,'..
after.
in favor of the plaintiff against the
ceased,
are the Defendants, said action
Section 2. Taxes levied upon real or
above named defendants by which debeing
suit to foreclose a certain
PROPOSING
AN
h
AMENDMENT
cree the description of the real Prop
persona property for state revenue
mortgage
TO
executed by John W. Tyler
SECTION
OF
ONE
'ARTICLE
erty in the mortgage yabove mentioned
shall not exceed four mills annually
deceased,
and
OF
the defedant Alice M.
FIVE
THE CONSTITUTION OF was
on each dollar of the assessed valuareformed so that the description "íyler.
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
wife of said decedent, to said
of the real property in' said mortyae-tion thereof except for the support of
plaintiff,
S. J. R. No. 19; Filed March 17, 1913
and in which action the plain
is the real property hereinafter 'descri
the educational, penal and charitable
obtained
IT'
tiff
RESOLVED
a Judgment against the
BE
THE
BY
LEG
bed, and by said decree there was ad
institutions of the state, payment of
above
named
OFTHE
defendants which remains
STATE OF NEW judged and
the state debt and interest thereon; and ISLATURE
decreed to be due to the
unpaid,
in
MEXICO:
the sum.of 531.35 together
plaintiff from the defendant, Francisco
the total anmral tax levey. upon such
with
interest
thereon at the rate of 12
property for all state purposes excluSection One of Article Five of A. Martinez, the sum of Six Hundred percent per annum from said
28th day
sive of necessary levies for the sta'te the Constitution of the' State of New forty three and no 100 Dollars and the
of
1914, until paid and cost of
Apiil,
debt shall not exceed ten mills.
Mexico; be amended so as to read as costs taxed by the Clerk at seventy & suit in the sum of $6.40,
and foi , fore-- 1
0
dollars, amounting in all to Sev
closure and sale of the mortgaged
Section 3. The property of the Un- follows:
en Hundred, Thirteen and
0
Dol premises
hereinafter described.
ited States, the State and all Counties.
lars with interest from date of decree
ARTICLE V!
Notice is hereby given that I, C.L.
Towns, Cities and. School Districts
at twelve per centum for which sum a
Justice, Special Master, heretofore ap
and other municipal' corporations.
Section 1. The executi ve department decree was
rendered in favor of plain
ditches
libraries,
community
public
punutju uy me ouri nerem, will, on
shall consist of a govenor, lieutenant tiff
against the defendant, Fran- Monday
church
the 7th day of Septemer, A.D.
governor, secretary of state, state audi cisco A. Martinez
and all laterals thereof, all
and
it
was
bv
said
de
1914, at two oclock in the afternoon of
property, all property used for educa- tor, state treasurer, attorney general, cree further ordered,
adjudged and de
said day,' on the street in" front
tional or charitable purposes, all cem- superintendantof publicinstructión and creed that the adove
defendants, Fran of . the Postoffice
or
private
held
or
for
used
in the
not
town
eteries
commissionerof public lands, who shall cisco A. Martinez, Alexander S. Bushcorporate profit, and all bonds of the be elected for the terra of two years
of Roy, Mora County, New Mexkevitz and Adell Bushkevitz, and each
ico, sell bt Public Auction, to the highState of New Mexico, and of the coun beginning on the first day of January of them, be foreclosed of
all
right,
title
est bidder for cash, the following deties, municipalities and districts there- next after their election:
,
interest and claim m and to, the real scribed property,
of shall.be exempt from taxation. '
situate in Mora
Such officers shall, after having property hereinafter described, and
Mexico,
t;
New
County,
two consecutive terms, be in that said real property be
sold by the
Stiction 4. Any public officer mak- served
Lots
numbered eighteen (18), nineeligible to hfald any state office for two undersigned, C. L. Justice, who was
ing any profit out of the public monies
"
teen
(19), twenty (20), twenty one21 v
years
thereafter.
Special
appointed
Master
to twenty-tw- o
or using- thésamefor any purpose not
22, twenty-thre- e
(23).
officers
executive
The
of
depart
the
sale,
said
make
to satisfy the sum of
authorised by law, shall be deemed
twenty-fou- r
lieutenant-governo- r,
and
(24),
in block number
ment except the
money mentioned in the decree 'tog-etguilty of felony and shall be punished
m
ed
town-sit- e
tnree
original
the
of
term
(J,
during
office,
shall
reside
fheir
er with interest, costs and costs to
as provided by law, and shall be dis
Roy,
of
New
Mexico,
as
shown
public
keep
books,
by the
records,
the
and
accrue. An amendment of said decree
qualified to hold public office. All
official
plat
thereof,,
and
bounded
office
at'
seat
of
seals
of
as fo
and
the
was made on the 16th day of May, 1914
public monies not invested in interest papérs
North
by
los,
third street,
which is substantially the áme as the
bearing securities shall be deposited
b lot seventeen, 1171. on the
South
v
original
decree.
in National Banlis in this State or in
East by Mora Street, on the West by "
incorporated
companies
trust
or
banks
Administratrix , Sale
Notice is therefore hereby giverr
Alley, same being covered by Store
under the laws of the State, and the
by the undersigned,
O. L, Justice, Building 20X124 feet and also Storage
interest derived therefrom shall be apwill offer for Special Master, that on Saturday, the Building 18 feet by 175 feet and lum- - .
The. under-signe- d
plied in the manner prescribed by law. sale at Public Auction, on August 22d Twenty ninth day of August, 1914,; at ber yard.
Sectien 5. The Legislature may ex- 1914 at the hour cf 10 o'clock, A. M., the hour of four o'clock, in the aftei-noo- n
That the total amount due the
of that day, in front of the Roy Plaintiff at the date nf Salo
mile Northeast
empt from taxation property of each on her ranch
WM1v, CAUUOIVC
head of a family to the amount of two of Roy,, Mora coanty, New Mexico, to Trust and Savings Bank, in the town of of costs of sale, will ba $560.75, and
the highest and best bidder .for cash, Roy, Mora County, New Mexico, said anj that I will apply the proceeds nf
hundred dollars.
the following described property, to- - Special Master will forthe ' purpose sale to the payment of said- - judgment
Section 6. Lands held in large
herein mentioned, offer for sale and ana costs.
tracts shall not be assessed for taxation
'
Four Horses, One Colt, Five Cows sell at public vendue, to the , highest
C. L. JUSTICE,
at any lower value per acre than lands
bidder
and
best
for
cash.in accordance
Four Heifers, Two Yearling Calves,
Special Master,
of the same character or quality and 38' Logs, 1 Pump, 6
with the above mentioned decree, the
2
C.E.
McGinnis,
similarly situated, held in smaller
or
1 Road scraper, following described real property,
2 Chains,
Plaintiff's Attorney,
tracts. The plowing of land shall not 1 Wagon, 1 Mowing machine, 1 Shot- so much thereof y
be necessary Santa Rosa,' New
Mexico.
81-2- 2
bé considered as adding value thereto
which said ral property is situate,
1 Camp Bed,2 ' Navajo Blankets,
gun,
of
purpose
taxation.
for the
1 Barrel Mineral Water,
Undivided lying and being in Mora county, New
Section 7. No execution shall issue
Mexico,, an j more particularly descri;
cne-hainterest in a Tank..
s
upon any judgement rendered against
No Use to Him. '
bed as follows,
Roy, N. M. July 18,' 1914,
at
Dated
the board of county commissioners of
Goodheart "I've got you down. for
The Southwest Quarter of the
Matilda C. Roy,
a couple of. tickets; we're getting- up
any county, or Against any incorpor'
'r'
South-weAdministratrix,'
Quarter
of
Section
a raffle for a; poor man of pur neighdistown
village,
or
city,
school.
ated
Twenty'
.The
North
Four;
Half
borhood."
of
Joakley "None for me,
af
education;
or
against
trict or board
'
west; Quarter and the
North
the
you.
I wouldn't know what to
thank
any officer of any county, incorporatAsia.
Vast Continent of
South east 'Quarter qf jthe North- - ; do with a poor man if I won him.'
ed city, town' or village, school, disAsia which: is the largest of the CpJi. Vwes-t- ' Quarter of' Section '"Twenty- "Christian Register.
trict or board of education, upon any tlnehte, has an estimated area of.
' .'
square miles.
judgment recovered
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ESPiOIIAGE OVER HURRY
IS CONSIDERED
Stanford White's Slayer Recently
Wo Effort to Escape
Refug
'
Watts at Gorham, N. H.;
Long and Strenuous
y:'
Harry K. Thaw, who
quartered here with his secretary
and two bodyguards, appointed by the
court to see he does not escape, can
walk out of his hotel. Jump into an automobile and flee practically any time
It suits his mood.
Apparently, however, the slayer of
, Stanford White, whose extradition to
New York state and return to the state
hospital for the criminal insane at
Matteawan is sought, has no desire to'
quit Gorham. Whether this is because
he believes the courts will ultimately
tree him or' he is content with his surroundings, is problematical.
When the village thawed out last
May, White's slayer packed his baggage and came here from Concord
with Sheriff Holman A. Drew, in whose
charge he had been placed; Deputy
Sheriff C. D. Stevens, assistant to
Drew,, and H. J. Rice, who for some
time has acted as Thaw's secretary. A
suite of four rooms and bath had been
engaged for the party on the third
floor of the Mount Madison house, and
here they have since enjoyed life pending the next legal move in the famous
Gorham, N. H.

la

,

-

case.

Gorham was selected as a summer
headquarters from which to direct
Thaw's "liberty campaign," because
It Is but a few miles from Berlin, the
home of Sheriff Drew., The sheriff is
an elderly, stout and good natured official whose duties do not appear to
weigh heavily upon him. He spends
such time as suits his convenlence in
the Thaw suite and the balance where
he pleases usually at home.
Bodyguard Stevens is a bit more attentive to his charge, but his cares
.
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THAW

LIGHT OF JOKE

Got Lost While Fishing, But Made

ee From Matteawan Quietly
for the Next Move in His
Fight for Liberty. '
he been so inclined. This episode, as
well as' others, is pretty good proof
that Thaw can escape if he is so
minded. '
Gorham is a smart little summer resort In the Androscoggin valley, and is
one of the gateways to the White
mountains. The Haze range flanks it
in the rear, while in tht front rise the
twin peaks of Mount Madison, and the
sharp crags of Carter, the Imp, Surprise and other peaks of Carter range.
Roads and paths radiate from It like
spokes in a wheel.
When Thaw first came here all the
year round residents evinced great
curiosity in the slayer. Not knowing
the symptoms of paranoia, they expected to see a veritable madman, wild
eyed and at least crazily erratic. They
were disappointed. It is true that
Thaw today has the same staring eyes
which have marked him for years and
that he is erratic, but he hasn't come
up to expectations" by a long shot So
after a time they gave up paying much
attention to him.
Visitors from the city are equally
curious upon their arrival, but their
inquisitlvenesB shortly subsides. They
find Thaw to be very much like the
other guests, save that he is some
what exclusive. Much of his time is
spent in offices he has established in
the Noyes building, centrally locate
in one or tne lew streets this little village boasts. The rest of his day is
occupied in automobiling, fishing and
tramping.
Thaw recently bought a
ger car. The report that he mixes
with the guests and takes them on his
outings is erroneous. In truth, this is
quite contrary to the facts, as; with
but one exception, his parties have
been made up of the sheriffs, his sec
retary and himself.
The exception has to do with a
tramp up Mount Washington early in
the month. This was made over the
northern end of the Presidential range
by way of Crystal Cascade trail and
was uneventful. A friend from Con
cord made up the fifth member of the
party. The jaunt proved Thaw to be
as hard as nails and an excellent can
didate for the Alpine Climbers' so
ciety.
Thaw is too busy with his 'liberty
campaign" to pay much attention to
the guests of his hotel or to the rest
dents of the place. He has the repu
tation of being uniformly courteous to
women and to such men as seek his
acquaintance, but he seldom seeks an
introduction on his own account. He
prefers to remain in the background,
which Is unusual in view of his past
,
performances.
The refugee from Matteawan is a
fair trout fisherman when it comes to
landing fish in Moose river, Nineteen
Mile brook and Peabody's river, but
what he would do with a trout over
eight inches long can't be prophesied,
fpr the reason that they don't grow
any longer than that up here. When
he fishes, Stevens goes along, but he
whips a different section of the brook,
that being the way of real sportsmen.
Every one around Gorham is under,
the impression that Thaw has an income of $100,000. It is known that he
has just come into over $160,000 from
his father's estate. The amount of his
Income has been industriously and
mysteriously circulated, but not by
Thaw. Whatever the figure may be,
Thaw is not spending as large amounts
as the natives hoped he would. He
pays well for what he gets, hut he
doesn't want much.
,

five-passe-

have not whitened his hair.- - Possibly
the only time he has been at all worried was a few days ago when Thaw
got lost on a trout fishing trip. He
Btruck in at one point on Nineteen
Mile brook and Stevens on another.
Along about nine o'clock in the evening, when nothing had been heard of
Thaw, the deputy sheriff called up the
hotel and a searching party was organized.

,

,

This was led by Rice. With the aid
of lanterns Thaw was found about two
o'clock in the morning seated on a
rock In the middle of the Btream calmly and with good sense waiting for
some one to come for him. He was
hungry and wet, but not otherwise the
,
worse for his experience.
He might have been deeply buried
in the Maine woods by that hour had

.
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CHEESE BEST

COOKED

DAINTY TITBITS THAT ARE NOT

INDIGESTIBLE..

Toasted and 8erved on Saltlne Crack
ere With a Dash of Worcestershire le an English Favorite
Variations of the Rabbit
Cheese is credited with containing
as much nutriment in one pound ai la
contained in two pounds of beef. It
bothers the digestion of some, but the
melting or cooking of it does away,
with this trouble, and there are many
who believe that the merits of cheese
are all on the side of ease of digestion
and that is one reason why it has always remained the last dish of , the
'
dinner.
In the old days when heavy feeding
and many bottles of port were dinnex
fashions, the dish of cheese was of immense importance. It was not a mor-Be- l
then as it is now to give zest to
the meal. Huge cheeses were brought
whole to the banquet board and were
carved and served with a great flourish. Big Stilton cheeses were scooped
out and filled with champagne for special occasions, and many mixtures
were made of the softer creams with
butter and wine, forming a paste to
spread on crackers.
Toasted cheese is a great English
delicacy, but for some reason it is not
much in favor in this country except
in the "rabbit." The old London tavern on Fleet street, the Cheshire
cheese, got Its name from the excellence of its toasted cheese. A handy
way to cook cheaao in the manner
called toasted is to chop or grate a
nuant.ltv nf t tha mild American
sream Is best and then spread it neat-lon saltine crackers. Place them
side by side on a flat pan and put them
in under thn hrniler Inns' e.noueh to
melt the cheese. With a drop of
these are very dainty and
appetizing.
The ordinary rabbit made with melted cheese blended with ale or beer
and poured over buttered toast satisfies most people, but there are variations. One way is to toll large onions,
chop them and mix them with butter,
cream, salt, mustard and a small cup
of grated cheese. This can be poured
over toást or crackers.
Broiled sardines also mix nicely in a
rabbit. They are placed on the toast,
skinned and fconed, and the cheese is
poured over them.
A Mexican 'way is to use tomatoes.
Break up half a cupful of American
cream cheese and rub it to a paste
with butter, mixed mustard,, a little
cream and tabasco sauce. Stir this as
it melts and have this sauce ready as
it melts. Three peeled tomatoes, an
onion and a chopped pepper cooked together.
y

Wor-sestershl- re

n

,

Harry K."Thaw."

He lives on the same fare the oth
ers get, and there Is no reason why he
shouldn't, in view of its excellence. He
patronizes the local stores when be
happens to need what they can supply,
and when they fail him he sends to
New York or Boston. It is an excellent guess he hasn't expended much
for clothing, for he is fairly slovenly
in appearance. At any rate, if he has
bought much apparel he hasn't eeen
fit to wear It.
Dr. Austin Flint, alienist for New
York state in the Thaw trials and
hearings, and William Travers Jerome,
chief of the state's prosecuting officers,
have said Thaw's great danger lies in
alcohol. They have stated to the
courts that should the slayer take so
much as one drink, especially of champagne, he would likely enough again
develop homicidal tendencies.
Thaw hasn't had a drink since he
came here, although he has had plenty
of opportunities. There is a bar in the
hotel for guests, and wines and liquors
may be had on the table or in the
rooms. So far as can be ascertained
Thaw has never been in the bar nor

dMi liiiMi'ifairtiil

William Travers Jerome.

has he had Intoxicants sent to his
toom. He is now a total abstainer.
His one vice, if it can be called a vice,
is smoking.

Outside the fact that he doesn't
drink and Is more moderate in his
speech, Thaw doesn't seem to have
changed much since the days when he
character on Broadwas a
arrogant, exnervous,
way. He Is still
mandatory
His
suspicious.
and
citable
nature continually asserts itself, but
he can be winsome if he chooses.
It is unquestionably a fact that Thaw
is trying his best to conduct hlm'self
properly and to win support in that
way. In a measure he is succeeding,
but the natives will never condone his
Some have
offense against society.
no hesitancy in thus declaring themTreating a Smoked Wall.
selves, but a good many believe he has
ceiling of your wall is smoked,
the
If
been amply punished. Others openly or even, as in the ease of kitchens, the
declare he should he returned to Mat- entire surface is befogged from the acteawan to spend the balance of his cumulation of cooking fumes, it will be
'
life.
well to go over the surface with lime
expects
the next move in his water first before applying a coat of
Thaw
fight will be mádfi In September. He paint Walls done this way will be reis optimistic as to the outcome, and newed with one coat of paint, when
the chances are he will remain here two would be needed to eradicate the
quietly to await results. If he has damage from smoke and gréase. The
reason to change his mind he will have lime water may be applied hastily with
no difficulty in escaping.
a whitewash brush, and a five-cepiece of lime will make enough to
Troubles Settled by a Kiss.
cover the surface of any
marital troubles room, while the cost and labor of apTrenton, N. J.r-T- he
of Stephen and Laura Kiss have been plying an extra coat of paint would be
settled by a kiss. A year ago the wife considerable.
sued for divorce. Recently Kiss told
his wife he --would rather face anyHaddock With Tomato Sauce.
thing than a court and they patched
One pound of haddock, ' one
up their difficulties.
of salt, one tablespoonful of
saltspoonful of pepbutter, one-haper, one tablespoonful of flour, one slice
Bulldog Lies In State.
Bellevue, Ky. t'Nick," aw English of onion, and one cupful of cooked
bulldog, owned by Mrs. M. A. Winn, and strained tomato, melt the butter,
after lying in state for two days, was add the flour and seasonings and the
buried in a silver and. gold trimmed tomato. Add the haddock and cook
The coffin was lined with slowly one hour.
coffin.
Serve, with the
white plush.
lauce around It)
well-know-
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Notice For Publication

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
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Restaurant

Department of the, Interior,
, U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M.
vs
Aug 12 19J4.
..
Gertrude R Benfer
13
Notice hereby given thatllelle
In the District Court, County of
of 'David N. M. who, on
Morford
"
Mora,
Emiiia Romero Josephine Pacheco
19
made HE Serial No.
1M1,
June
October Term, A. D. 1914.
Proprietors
013414for NEJ Sec. 18 Township 18 N.
'
Gertrude E. Rane-- 30 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
The said defendant,
Good Meals. 25 cts
Benfer. Is heret y notified that a suit filed notice of intention to make final
in Divorce has been commenced
three year proof, to establish claim to We feed you well and
treat you rigkt
against you in the District "Court for the land above described before VV.H
at. Across from the Bank, Eoy.N.M.
S. Commissioner,
t.h Conntv of Mora State of New Willeox U.
24
day
M.
on the
Mexico, by said Simon Benfer on the his office at Roy,N.
ground ot abandonment that unless of bept, 1114
Claimant names as witnesses
you enter or cause to be entered your
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
appearance in said suit on or before Tra Wood
of DavidNew Mex
Department, of the Interior.
"
the 28th day of September A. D, 19Í4 Tnhn H Wood
'
'
U.
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
.
l
rlnnroj PDA r'ANIftQfl
T
I...
vjuu.cues
i. ..- - tlicroi will junan
i
July 29 1914
be rendered against you
Jose Tranquilina Garcia Albert N M.
Notice is hereby given that Jasper
N. Nutter of Roy, Mora County, New
Paz Valverde,
TlfoMKLENEZ
J. B. Lusk Esq. ,
Mexico, who, on Oct. 8, 1910, madeH.
'
'
Register,
Roy New Mexico
Clerk
K. Serial No. 012225, for the E SEJ,
Sec. 14 and the VJ SWJ Section 13
Attorney for Plaintiff,
Notice For Publication
Township 20 N. Range 2l E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has. filed notice of infSeal
Department of the interior,
tention to make Thrte Year Proof,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. to establish claim to the land above
FOR. SALE: 'Span of work
described, before W. H- Willeox, U. S.
Aug. 12 1914.
jtt h's office at Roy.
horses, seven, and eight years Notice is hereby, given that George Commissioner,
New Mexico, on the 14th day of Sept.
(.Id. weight 1,000 lbs. each, E Cochrane of Mills.N. M. who on Feb. 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,,
GllGTAdd'l
Guaranteed sound,' gentle, and 26, 1908 made HE Serial
M. Tower
G'eorge
vv é
was-i- t
t.w1Q
9 5
8
Blunk
Oscar
uxuv, wv,r. nnpnf the best tearñs
.
nnj AinVffl
sPl
Ivey
Edwin F.
on tne mesa, aisu guuu. saeei- - i
10
wnrt.h Rna rk f.
Thomas C. Scott
tired wagon.
n. m.'p. Meridian, has filed notice All of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico
See them and get price at my 0f intention to make final Five year
home one and a hall' miles north proof, to establish claim to the land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
above described, betore t n r oster,
of Mills, N. M.
U.S. Commissioner at his office at Roy Department of the Interior.
Virginia Me Clüke.
N. M.
New Mexico on the 24 day of Sépt. U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
Simon Benfer

2323

Casa Blanc a

.The sermon last Sunday

even-

ing by Reyj Kussel was one of
the best sermons ever heard in
Roy. The church was filled vvith
people nnd all were more than
pleased with the manner in which
Rev. Russel handled his subject
"Everybody's Summer School"
He showed by different methods
that Nature herself was the
"greatest Teacher'' and the
"Greatest Summer School" in
and that the
eXistance
lessons learned irom nature were
those that did the most good In
these days.
;

to-da-

y

,

'

.

.iv-v-

,

1

.

1

v

'

8--

"
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Mr. J. C Crawford of Dawson
is spending this week on his
ranch south of town and visiting
Mrs. L. K
his mother-in-la.
Mitchell.

The New Star, Route from
Sabiuoso to Roy was placed in
ODeration last Monday. The
route is 29 miles long and will be
for the present
carried
by Mr. Francisco Mora who has
been tippointed temporary car
rier by Postmaster Lujan at Sab- inoso until a permanant carrier
can be appointed" by the Post- muster General.
tri-week-

.

tori-bW,a-

na

8--

.

nwMi

,

;

ly

July

1914

22 T6, Pd.

Claimant names as witnesses,
Ben W. Hobson
M. S, Bentley.
Lew Peiffer
Sam Fessler
all oi Mills, N. M.
Register
Paz Valverde,

For dressmaking, embroidery
fir
fan fiv .needlework. See me in
v
the Mrs.:Mc Dqwell residence,

28 1914

Notice is hereby given that .Pietro
Cogo of Roy New Mexico, who on
-8

nfude H. E. No. 24706 serial No 06759
for NWi, Sec. 10, Township21N Range
26 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed

Five
notice of intention to make
Year Prorf. to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. II.
NOTICE F0S PUBLICATION.
Roy, N. M. '
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at h;s
office, at Roy, N. M., on the 14th
23-1pd.
Mrs. Ethel Harper, Department of the Interior.
day of Sept. 1914.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N
Claimant names 'as witnesses.
Mrs. Wm. King and daughter
Rigoni,
1914.
21,
July
Bernardo
Deliver Your Wheat to Floer-heRigoni,
Miss Nina of Raton who have
Daniel
Giacomo
Notice is. hereby given that
Mercantile Co. and save
Laandro Archuleta
F. Daughhetee, of Mosquero, N. M
been visiting her parents and sis
John Schneider
26 t5
Commission.
vour
made Home
who, on March 29, 1911,
5
8
All of Roy New Mexico
ter at this. place for the past two
012975 for the
No.
Serial
entry,'
stead
wpp.Ws returned to their lióme
4 and Lots 3 &
W A NT KD: Pasture for twen- 2

m

.

8--

S1-NW- 1;

last Saturday.

4,

.

SJ-N-

O O TP

Sec. 3.
HMD U ,

Twp. 18N

im

Una

fill

SJ-SW-

J

.

;

F. Miera,Salome Garcia and J.
M anuel Gonzales of Union County
were' in Roy Friday. The Gentlemen were delegates to the State
Democratic Convention from
Union Co. and were on their way
to Albuquerque to attend the
State convention.

25-8-2-

2

-

-.-

.

I

'

'

r,

I

of

Melville Floersh'eim one of the
efficient clerks nt the Floersheira
Merc. Co. who has been 'on', the
sick list for the past ten das
was able to return to his work
Monday morning.

and

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior.
Department
months must have plenty
of intention to make Three year U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
note
duiy spring waier inu no xiuise pn&u- - jroof to
given that Albert
hereby
is
Notice
to
above
land
the
claim
establish
ture adjoining.
Mexico, who
F. H. Foster, U. S. SI Hoskins, of Roy, New
Go(d rent will be Daid for described, before
and Add.
E.
H.
made
rommissicner at his office, at Roy. On
Sec.
09023,
for
05285
and
Serial
N. M. on the 5th day of Sept. '1914.
right place.
N SWJ Sec
14
and
Claimant, names. as witnesses.
.
J. M. George.
x
uunn
oec.
Li "anu IN
John McNeill
Will Rae
Range 27 E. N.M.P. Meridian, has
Fred P. Tinker Will Lof tin
filed notice of intention to make
The two .year, old son of Fred
Five Year Proof, to establish claim
All of Mosquero, N. M.
Black
near
the
Davis who lives
to the land above described, before.
Valverde,
Paz
H. Foster, U.' S. Commissioner at
F.
Lake east of Solano had the mis
his
office, at Roy, K M., on the lhel4
Register.
1914..
loir nf Sent.
fortune to have two of he fingers
"-- r.,
"J
names as wuuesse.
Claimant
hn'fllv crushed in a wind mill last
William Bowman
B. W, Sturgis
Notice to the Public
Saturday.' The little fellow was
R. W. Mitchell,
R.' w.Boulware,
of
movement
heavy
whp.n
account
the
On
nntn
rod
IWdmtr
the rami)
,
t. .,
.,
All of Roy New Mexico.
w c.
crops, me rauroaa
ana
otn.r
grain
?t
of
revolution
the
windmill
the
companies iraversing ims aiaw urge
i
,,.,-1-wie rou uuwn neaay
bvpusnea
npftMaitiV of all ehinoer, expediting
ering the index and big finger. the movement of same by prompt re- Advertised Letters
The parents brought the little leasing of cars at destination, and the
The following is a list of letters and
fellow to town Sunday morning loading ot all cars to tneir maximum
prevent
a
scarcity
to
capacity
order
in
packages remaining uncalled for in.
Cnif AwaeaA H,Q mnnnA
crups
OI cars lor siupineut ui
aim the Roy Post Office for more than 15
days prioi to June 1st 1914,
other freight
All shippers will be tendering a com
Unless called for before July 1st same
mendable public service by complying will pe sent to the Divison of Dead
Attorney at Law,with the desires of the railroad com Letters, Washington, D. C.
U.S, Comrrjissioner,
Letter.
in this respect and this Commis
Mr. Carlos Castille,
New Mex. oanies
M.
Letter.
Young
done
in
this
George
be
urge
that
Miss
sion would
"Ti
,t
,.;v,l
Gallegos
Letter.
de
L
Miss Genara
evervti ínsiauce -uustsiuic. vn acuuuiiu
fVio
VilnnVarl
Letters.
Benafidez
tVin
iitov cítníitííin and
f
Mr. Gregorio
All those indebted to the Ideal hntr of exnorts at water terminals
Sr. Placida Benabidez Cruz Letter.
tied
for
extensive
are
up
cars
manv
Letters,
Grocery Company' will" kindly
Mrs.'M. J. Arens
VJ

.

9--

-

Mr. Rehrthe Singer Sewing
Machine man who has been look
ing alter business in Roy and vi
cinity the past two weeks left for
Chico Monday moruing.
Carlos Branch and Ben Patton
will go to Denver Sunday for a
ten days visit at the Pablo Branch
home there. This will be their
summer vacation.

D

.S. Durrin,
-

:

Solano,

.

T Of to
T nÍAW0
Í
TI
,
,
.
Neis Wetterhus, Lulu Jo. Cox settle as soon as it is convenient.
w
rft
arfi
Letter,
í
Y
T
A. D. Howard
TT.to capacity
Ilhyñe and Marie Benson Turner
a. Txiov is noij in lowa ua.v nrnttiDt v. ana loaaea
made final proof on their claims Wolcott Russel who will receipt STATE CORPORATION coat MIS When calling for above letters please
sav- - "Advertised
before U. S. Commissioner F. H. you for the Ideal Grcfcéry Co.
Santa' pe n. M. August 13 1914.
Wm. G. Johnson, P. M.
28 2T.
Foster lastFriday.
b. A,Koy,Mgr.
.
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.
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SPANISH-MIER- Í

NEW FABRIC FOR CAPES

DOMESTIC BREEDS OF SHEEP IN AMERICA

a fola of tne red silk on each side of
the cape collar at the back, and down
the front
'

IS

BEAR,

CALLED THE TEDDY
AND 18 POPULAR.

Handsome Afternoon Frock.

Sort of Woolen Velour, Light of
Weight But Warm Shlrrings and
'
Plaiting for the Autumn and
Winter Seasons.

J

'

-

(ByMAfaY DEAN.) '
Capes have become too common,
cepting those made from the new

Three Representative Shropshire Ewes.

ex-

ma-

I

...

'!'

terial called teddy bear; this fabric
is very popular. The teddy bear material is a sort of woolen velour, woven
with long, hairy threads, exceedingly

.

:

'
,

'soft and supple,

'

and although light
of weight it has

considerable

...

warmth and is
ideal for wear at
shore resorts.

at
.:ív:V.v.v.v.v.v,'.-.v:-

Another

.

Three Representativo Rambouilleta (Frerich Merinos.)

ah tne domestic sneep in America
have originated from Importations,
moat of which have been made from
European countries since the beginning of the nineteenth century. The
fine wools are found upon the western
ran croo nnri in a losnAr pYtent throuen
region. They are
the Ohio
undergoing some changes to improve
the carcasa and increase the length of
wool; some foreign blood is being
used to do it; nevertheless these sections may still be regarded as being
fine wool in character.
In Tennessee, Virginia and Kentucky, the spring lamb region of America, Southdown rams are very popular. Through the central farming sections of the country the medium-woo- l
breeds have taken possession, the long
wools largely being in locations more
favorable to themi in the North and
Northwest, notably Canada, Utah,
Idaho, Montana and Oregon.
It is not always possible to say that
there is one best breed for any sec
tion. There may be two or three that
would do equally as well, but it is
undeniable that some breeds are far
more suitable thanothers for a given
location. All the breeds have their,
good qualities and most of them, if
properly handled, will give good results in some section of America. The
problem is to get the ones best adaptSome
ed to particular conditions.
s
breeds have a larger number of
a
but
individuals than others,,
fine-wo-

,

high-clas-

any of them.
As a rule, but one breed should be
selected. Where there is more 4han

matter to keep the gates all closed at
the proper time and prevent crossing.
If several farms are available more
breeds can be handled, but the difficulties in management are much increased. The most successful sheep
breeders in America handle but one
breed. The fact that there are more
breeds than in any other class of farm
animals may In itself make the selection of one breed rather difficult.
Some of the deciding factors should
be climatic conditions, feeds available,
altitude, the particular line of the industry to bé followed, and popularity
of the breed in the section in which
the fanner is located.'
The effect of climate is strikingly
nin otra tod in tha evnliiMnn of the
sheep industry of the extreme Northwest. The Willamette Valley in Oregon, row so famous for its long wools,
was once partly occupied by
sheep. The large amount of rainfall, which comes in a
drizzle, causéd the hay and weed
seeds that became lodged in the wool
to grow and become green upon the
kTioen'n haHr TIia Marino breeds were
decidedly out of place there. After a
l
time the Lincoln and other
,

;

fine-wo-

long-continue-

d

long-woo-

ol

new

material not less
favored for moun
tain or shore re
sort wear or tor
excursion trips is
a rough woolen
weave which is
likely to be much
in vogue during

breeds were Introduced and the industry- assumed a different aspect
Their, long locks act as a thatch, carrying the water off, and these breeds
thrive as they do in few places exthe coming wincept their native counties in England.
ter. This goods is
The kind of feed produced is of
of a eilky texture
The large breeds have been
and has a ground
veloped upon land that has produced
work of color subabundantly. They are capable of takdued by the long
ing care of a larger amount of feed,
dark hairs.
such as the moist fertile lowlands pro
The increasing
duce, while the smaller breeds succeed
fullness of the
better upon the less abundant fare of
skirt 'is exciting
drier and less fertile pastures. There
among
interest
is evidently some connection between
of the
students
the general high quality of the smaller
there
and
modes
scanty,
more
nutritious
breeds and the
'
seems no ehadow
feeds that they receive under natural
Cape of White
0( doUbt, that we
conditions. If they are removed to
Serge.
are in for an au
the lowlands they lose much of their
shirrings
and plait- tumn and winter of
characteristic type and quality.
will
movement
The effect of altitude upon a breed ings. Just how far the
flowing
The
seen.
is also apparent, but how much of this go remains to be
effect is due to the amounts and kinds movement of sheer supple stuffs over
of feed it is difficult to determine. Cer- clinging foundations which charactertain it is that the mountain breeds ize many of the midsummer models is
are smaller, moré active more hardy, a very different thing from fullness
and better able to care" for themselves and drapery In heavier material.
than their lowland neighbors.
Sleeves are becoming longer, and U
The importance of hardiness in the Paris correspondent writes that wombodices.
mountain breéds was shown during en are wearing
white
of
was
the last century along the Scottish One such frock described
foot.
to
neck
from
border.
taffeta and buttoned
the
round
twisted
was
waistband
Whether the breeder expects to spe- Thfl
tulle
embroidered
deep
a
upon
cialize
Borne particular line of hips, from it
sheep farming should likewise be in- flounce fell nearly to the bottom ot
strumental in making á decision. If the skirt, hiding it
winter lambs are to be produced a entirely. A narbreed must be secured that will breed row bias band of
at the right season of the year, and taffeta encircled
not all will do this. The Dorset, Me; this flounce at the
rino and Tunis have given the best bottom, which was
satisfaction thus far.
f shaped in scallops.
The popularity of a breed will often The bodice was
have its effect in influencing one's de- made high at the
cision.. Some breeds have been de- neck and had long
veloped under conditions that are sleeves.
As has been
more general, or else they have a
wider range of adaptability than oth- said, capes are beers. The popularity of .several breeds coming too comin this country Is due to this fact. No mon, but occasionbetter, illustrations of these can be ally one sees a
mentioned ' than the Merinos' and model with perl
Shropshires that are found from Maine haps some
to California. ' Some of the minor
touch, or
breeds need men. who will place them made of novel mabefore the public, as there can be no terial which differe
doubt as to the effect of a
entiates It from
breed , association in advancing a the general
"'
breed.
v '.
Among
Some breeds are regarded as need- those recently
ing more care than others; at any rate seen, for instance,
they become moré unsightly if denied was an unusually
However,, no flock Attractive .w ran.
this attention.
upon
mismanagement. t h e
will thrive
distinctive Crepe de Chine and
Taffeta.
Good appearance is always desirable, note beinjc-- ; the
and 6ometimes.it is of prime impor- shaped collar at the back, which falls
tance... The use of sheep for keeping in graceful folds from a black velvet
the lawns of parks and country places ribbon which encircles the neck and is
in trini has been in effect in this counheld in place at the back of a pearl
try top years and here attractiveness hnHrlA. This rana was lined through
is indispensable- - .
out with íóbster red silk. There waa

'

ii

;

Í2SM

'ft

-

,

high-necke- d

indt-vidua-

wide-awak-

dis-pla-

'

;

t

,w.v.v.'w

mounted over á
foundation of satin In thla
summer frock. Sash of black velvet
tied below the hips in the back Is a
Black

tight-fittin-

chiffon

I

g

feature.
GAY

STRIPE NOT FOR STREET

Is a Little Too Much in the Livelier
Effect eooa Taste suggest!
Quieter Ones.

Striped gaberdine is the material
much in favor for costumes made in
the sleeveless bolero style. The skirt
is rather full at the hips, made with
a seam down the front, on the diag
onal. The small bolero hangs loose
ly over a draped band, showing the
long sleeve in white muslin, with a
band of embroidery and another of
velvet giving a touch of novelty.
A 'straight lacket in the same striped
material is worn with this skirt and
bolero, making )the costume a little less sensational for the streets.
But it must be acknowledged that the
striped materials are not tempting
women of taste, unless these stripes
be of the darkest description of green
and blue.
The hats now worn in Paris are
small or large, with a ruching of taffeta and a couple of wings.
t,

y.

Pnmn-BowC.i.lnn nn
w
' r
gbmny
hint
for busy houseuseful
Here is a
wives: "While I was struggling with
an ordinary needle, trying to sew some
néw bows on my pumps," a correspondent writes, "my husband, who ia
a physician; suggested that I try one
of his curved surgical needles.
"It solved the; problem at once, and
now I keep one ready in my needle
case for immediate use.x They can be
nad from any chemist's for a few
i'
c
cents." '
-

-

TUS SPiOnSILAISUICAN.

Notice For Publication.
U. N. Nutter,

Kerns,

O. H,

Nntter-Kern-

s

Realty, Co.
tention,

Department of the Interior, V
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

July

Business entrusted to
our care will receive
prompt and careful at-

,

Notice For Publication.

'

,

Paz Valverde,
Register.

July 16, 1914
Notice is hereby given that Lawrence
W Fliess, of Mills, N.M. who on Feb. 7
19t0,made HE No 010413 for NWi Sec
27;
NEi Sec. 28, Twp 23N Range

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

proof, to establish claim to the land
July 15 1914.
above described, before F. H. Foster,
is
hereby
Notice
given that James
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy
NM.who
on Sept.27
of
Christman
Roy, N. M. on the 3d day of Sept,
1909
HE09292
made
for SWi &W-S- e
1914.
SWl-NE-

Paz Valverde,
Register.

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
S. Land Office, at Clayton, N. M.

&

i

...

SEi-N-

Sec 9 Twp 21N. Rng 27 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Com.
F. H. Foster, at hjs office, at Roy,
N. M., on the 3d day of Sept. 1914.
. Claimant names as witnesses:
George. Lucas ; Fred Ofrden
John Beard Charley Wright
all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,

XL

Ei

de-crib- ed

SJ-NE- 1;

7-- 25

2

PazValrerde,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
John Beard
James S Christman
George Lucas

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior,"
U. S. Land Office. Clayton, N.M,

July 16, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Nellie
Schlitz, of Mills, N, M. who on Feb.
23d, 1910 made HE. 'Serial No. 010559
&
&
for SW1 &
'
SEJ-SESec. 28 Twp 23 N Rg 26 E. N.M.P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Three Year Froof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before P. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office, Roy, N.M
on the 3d day of Sept; 1914.
SEi-NW- J;

i;

,

Wl-SE-

-

all of Mills, N. M.Paz Valverde,
Register,

AiillsN,
Paz Valverde
M.

Register.

2

"

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.;
Aug 5, J914.
Notice is hereby given that Homer
D. Holmes of Roy, N. M. who on
2 10, 1908, made HE No. 2314'9 Serial
06313, for SEi Sec ,' 19 Township, '.
21 N. Range 26 E. N. M. P.
MeridiaD has filed notice of intention
to make Five Year Proof , to establish
claim to the land above described, be.
U. S. Commissioner F. H.
.

fore

Department of the Interior
U S Land Office, Clayton, N M
Aug 5, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Rachel C
Wright, of Roy, N M, who, on April
T
no
J - iiuuiesitrau
j euw jr
ir
muue
jlii i ruó,
25063 Serial No. 06871forNEi Sec. 17
twp 21 N Range 27 E,N M P Meridian
hna MaA nntifo nf intonMnn tn mnlro
iveyear proof to establish claim to
the land above described before F H
Foster, y S Commissioner at his office in Roy N M on the 22nd day of

Foster, at his office, at Roy, N. M. Sept, 1914.
on the 23rd day of Sept. 1914." ,
Claimant names as witnesses
Claimant names as witnesses:
S. F. Davis
Charley TT Wright
F.J. Sheltren ' O. J. Chershner
J. L.Swaim
J. M. Beard,
B.G.Tyler,
J. H. Mahoney
all of Roy,N M '
.

,

all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Register,

Paz Valverde, Register

Register

Ej-SW-

Ei

Department of the Interior,
' U. S. Land Office at
fin vtnn 1ST. M
Aug 5, 1914.
Notice is
hereby given that
Rigoni Bernardo, of Roy, N. M. who, on Jan.
16, 1908, made he 22548
Serial 06158
for NWi Sec 9, Township
21 N. Range 26 E. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final Five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W.H. Willcox
U. S. Commie.
sionér, at his office at Roy, N. M. on
the 22 day of Sept. 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jesse E.La Rue
Clark R Rush
John Bonomo
Giacomo Rigoni

Notice For Publication

16 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Enrique
Notice for Publication
Martinez of Roy, Mora County, N. M.
who on, April 14, 191- 1- Nov. 18, 1911
made HE Serial No. 013133 - 014153,
Department of Interior.
SWi-Si;
i;
for
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M
SEi-NNEi-Sl;
Sec. 14
July 15,1914.
Twp. 19 N., Rg. 26 E, N.M. P. Merid- Notice is hereby given that Anna
ian has filed notice of intention to Christman, wife of and agent for
make three year Proof to es- Charles L Christman
f
tablish claim to the land aboye
who on November
of Roy, N. M.
before U. S. Commissioner W. 29, 1909, made HE Ser. No 09865, for
H. Willcox at his office at Roy, N.M. on SEi. and
Ej-Sand
the 25, day of Aug, 1914.
Sec, 8 Twp, 21N Rng 27E NMP.M.
has filed notice of intention to make
Claimant names as witnesses,
Vidal Martinez Three Year Proof to establish claim to
Doroteo M Martinez
Flores
Juan D Lopez the land above described, before F, H
Epifanio
Foster, U.S. Commissioner at Roy,
all. of Roy. N.M.
N. M. on the 25 th day of August., 1914.
Si-SE-

or ruoiicauon

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

.

All of Mills, N. M.

5

of

Notice for Publication.

26E. N, M.P. Meridian, has filed notice
Department of the Interior,
of intention to make final three year
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Henry F Fliess Nellie F Schlitz
Ethel D Harper
Ross W Eatoii

all

All Of Roy, N. M.

Department of the Interior,
Ü, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

SEi-NW-

&

W-N-

' Real Estate Co,
N.'M.
Roy,

July

1914.

Notice is hereby given that Henry Y
Notice is hereby given that Alfredo Fliess, of Mill3,New Mexico, who on
wo uratn, , or Koy. is. m.
wno on Jan, 28, 1910 made HE.
No. 010351
made HE N-- . 013G63" for for SEi;
Ni-SSec. 27
and ,Ei-NSec. 28, NEi-Si- íi
Sec. 28, Twp.23N, Rng. 26 E.
Township 21 North
N M P Meridian
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
has filed notice of Mention
filed notice of intention to make three to make final three year proof, to estab
year Proof, to establish ,claim to lish claim to the land above described,
land above described, before F. H. before F.H.Foster, U S. CommisFoster, U. S Commissioner, at Roy sioner at his office at Roy N. M. on
N, M. on the 3d day of Sept, 1914,
the 3d day of Sept, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Claimant names as witnesses;
Trinidad Lucero
Thomas Mc Grath Lawrence W Fliess Ross W Eaton
Nellie F Schlitz
Eahel D Harper
Feltcino Lycero
'Frank A Roy
SEi-SWi;-

.

8--

July 16,

14 1914,

,

Nutter-Kern- s

5

Notice For Publication iioucü

All of
7--

8 22

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Aug.5, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Emilio
Pampagnin of ,Roy, N,M, who on
made HE 'Serial No. 06548
for NEi Sec 9 Twp 21 N Rng 26 E
NMP M, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Five-yea- r
proof to establish claim to the land above descri
bed, before W. H. willcox, U S Commissioner at Roy N. M.
on the 22d day of Sept 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Barney Rigoni
John Bonomo
Jesse E. La Rue
Clark H Rush
all of Mills, N, M,
Paz Valverde,

Register.
8--

T M Ogden

Notice For Publication

N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Register.

Roy,

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

J;

Under the Act of congress of June 3
1878 and Mar. 3, 1891, Settlers are en

titled to procure not to exceed $50.00
worth of timber Stumpage value
in any one year, without the necessity

of filing application therefor, though
notice of intention to procure shonld
be filed in this office, copies of forms
of such notice ar supplied fre by this
Claimant names as witnesses,
Henry F Fliess Where more than $50.00 worth of timLawrence W Fliess
Ethel D Harper ber is 'desired application should be
Ross W Eaton
',
made ,to this office.
'
all of Mills, N. M.
'
TheoN. Espe,
Paz Valverde,
Chief of Santa Fe Field Division.
Register,

"
.
All of Roy, N, M.
Paz Valverde,
Register.

9-- 12

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Maurice
Aug. 6, 1914.
N. Baker, of Roy, N. M, who on
given
that, Jose N.
hereby
Notice is
made HE, No.23221
M.
who on
and EJ- - Garcia, of Buyeros N.
andAdd' 015725 for theSJ-NE- i,
012774,
for
madeHE SerialNo.
Sec. 21,
NWi.andWJ NWi, WJ-S18
Rng.
N.
Twp.
26
Sec.
the
NWi
N. M. P.
Twp. 19 N. Range 26 E.
filed nor
Meridian, has filed notice of intention 32E. NMP. Meridian, has
Year
Three
...
make
to make final three year proof, to es tice of intention lo
land
the
to
claim
tablish claim to the land above describ Proof to establish
Fos-teH,
before F.
ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S, Com- above described,
U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N,
missioner at his office" at Roy, N. M.
' M. on the 23rd day of Sept., 1914,
1914.
on the 23rd day of Sept.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Claimant names as witnesses,
M.
H. Goodman Elias Gallegos, of De Haven N.
Clarence Leffler
M.
N.
Buyeroa
of
Lovato,
Filadelfo
Vidal Martinez
W. H. Baum
N.
M.
Buyeros,
Francisco Garcia, of
All of Roy,N. M,
M.
N.
Haven,
Elíseo Gallegos, of De
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
Y'
. Register,
v

Cutting of Timber on
Homesteads

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at CI a v ton, N.M
Aug 6th 1914.
Notice Is hereby given that Frank
B. Pugh, of Roy N. M. who, on
Sent 2 1911, madeHE Serial No. 013802
forSWi, Sec. 15, Twp. 20 N.
Range 27 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H.
Foster U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on the 23rd day of
v
Sept. 1314
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. S. Hoskins,
R, W. Boulware
Odis Hoskins,
B. W. turgis,

Aug.

5, 1914,

r.

5-

,

9--

-

,

Ail of Mill, N. M.:'

;

.

Rtgister;

-

,!

